Zogho Stretto of Fiore dei Liberi with the sword in two hands
Introduction
Fiore dei Liberi’s Fior di Battaglia, written after 1409, is both one of the earliest known combat treatise
1
surviving and one of the most complete and integrated martial arts treatises in the Western tradition. This
paper examines a particular section of the treatise, what I have called the zogho stretto, or “close play,” offering
an original transcription and translation as well as a preliminary analysis.
2

Fiore’s work survives in three known treatises, the “Pisani-Dossi” (PD) or “Novati,” a version with short,
3
oddly rhyming couplets; the incomplete and unfinished “Morgan” edition, which survives in the J.P. Morgan
4
Library in New York; and the most complete of the three, the “Getty” edition in the possession of the Getty
5
Collection, Los Angeles.
For this project I have undertaken to create a complete survey of the zogho stretto work, creating a segment of
an edition that examines all three manuscripts. The three are quite similar, but not exactly the same; some
“plays” or techniques appear in one and not the other two. Following the arguments of other students in the
field, I will rely most on the Getty owing to its more complete content and superb illustrations.
The focus for this study is on the zogho stretto with the sword in two hands, found in the Getty on Fol. 27v –
30v. In the PD the techniques are found on carta 22A – 24B. I do not as yet have the folio facsimile from the
Morgan collection, so I will be relying on the transcription made by Massimo Malipiero in his recent survey
6
of Fiore’s work, Il Fior di Battaglia di Fiore dei Liberi da Cividale.
What is Zogho Stretto?
7
Literally, zogho stretto translates to “close play.” It encompasses a series of plays and counters (“remedies”),
which allow the combatant to extend his control with direct contact with the opponent’s body, for the most
part using prese or grips. It is essentially grappling.
8

Within Fiore’s work, I have found several consistent themes. One of those themes is control; Fiore seeks to
dominate the fight, to control it, and his method of control is dependent upon his distance from the
1

For an introduction to Fiore, his time and to the Fior di Battaglia I would refer the reader to my Sword in Two Hands,
(Chivalry Bookshelf, 2007) where these matters are treated in the first four chapters.
2
So-called because this version was republished in 1902 by Francesco Novati. This reprint itself was long thought to be
outside the range of copyright, and has been itself republished with new apparatus a number of times.
3
On the basis of the armour and costume I believe this work to be the earliest of the three works. In Fiore’s prologue he
dedicates the work to Nicolas III d’Este, dating in 1409. The armour and costumes of the other two works seem to
clearly point to a date prior to 1430 but well after 1409, as the helmets and plate armour depicted are not found in other
sources prior to 1420. Therefore, I would argue for a dating of somewhere between 1420 and 1425 for both the Getty
and the Morgan.
4
I have an excellent dialog with the library, which has generously supplied slides of the manuscript and which has
consented to an English edition.
5
The first facsimile of this edition has been produced by Massimo Malipiero, and because his work will likely stand as a
leaping-off point for further Fiorean research, I have decided to use and support his numbering system for the Getty. In
my references, I will give the actual Getty folio, followed by the “play or technique” number assigned by Malipiero, so
that researchers in the field can find a common reference point. Such references will take the form, “Getty fol. 25v (62),”
where 25v is the folio and the numbers within the paranthesis represent the individual techniques (there are two, three or
four to a page).
6
Although good, Mr. Malipiero’s analysis is insufficient and incomplete, and his technical understanding of the material
is lacking. However, he is a native of Friulia and has his laruea in archeology.
7
Stesso literally translates as “same,” but in the context of the literature on swordsmanship the universal meaning is taken
to be “close” or “simultaneous.” In Fiore’s context this is perhaps interesting because of the dramatically reduced time
available at close distance. Actions happen almost simultaneously.
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opponent. Fiore also associates increasing danger with increasing closeness. His tactical remedy is to
commensurately increase control as the distance decreases.
When far from the opponent, the control available is largely through psychology. The combatant should
strive to avoid conflict where unnecessary, to match his strength to his opponent’s weakness, and in general to
9
avoid risk.
As the combat comes closer, he must adopt a physical guard—the guardie or poste—positions which govern
the fight. This must not be done too soon, or extra information is passed to the opponent. The poste are also
10
the positions through which all movement within the system is understood. From these poste, the First
Master of Battle strives to achieve a positional advantage vis à vis his opponent’s posta, enabling a strike
11
12
(ferire) against the opponent without losing the safety of his own cover If the attack is successful, the
opponent has been struck but the combatant himself remains under cover of his own sword.
If the strike does not land, it will be because the opponent has made cover, or covered himself (si coverta),
13
interposing his own sword. In this case, Fiore’s tactics presented in the zogho largo (long play) are invoked
14
according to the distance, position and pressure of the combatants and their blades. The zogho largo provide
15
clear choices and are taken at weapons-range. Control is made through an analysis and understanding of the
situation using information transmitted through the blades (sentimento di ferro) and through all that the
combatant knows of his opponent. Securing control over the opponent’s actions is paramount; this is the
nature of initiative.
With another footstep, or whenever there is less distance between the combatants, the danger increases
because the targets available to the opponent multiply and because the time available to make a counter
decreases also. Therefore, Fiore increases control using prese or grips for the appropriate distance. Once the
grip has been achieved, a follow-on attack may be made according to the combatant’s judgment (represented
16
on the segno by the cervino or lynx.). The menu of choices available for these follow-on are presented in the
daga section: strike, disarm, bind, break or throw. We will see all of them in the zogho stretto that Fiore makes
with the sword in two hands.

8

I have articulated these more completely in chapter 5 of Sword in Two Hands.
These precepts are, sadly, not discussed in the text. I have arrived at these interpretations through a long study of Fiore’s
plays themselves and they are inherent in his approach to the engagement.
10
See Sword in Two Hands, chapters 7-8. Achieving an understanding of the poste, their transitions and the power
kinesthetic is the objective of the Schola’s first course, the First Masters of Battle. The medieval conception of movement
seems to be rooted in Aristotelian conceptions of movement, though I find it unlikely that Fiore himself know much of
Aristotle.
11
Literally, ferire means to “injure” or to “wound,” however I have found Fiore’s use of the verb sufficiently broad that
the more general term “attack” seems to be a better translation.
12
What is called in the Schola “striking to cover.” See Sword in Two Hands chapter 10, pp. 197-209.
13
Or more rarely, defending with distance, is in the first play of the ellefante within the Schola. See Sword in Two Hands
pp. 214-6.
14
These plays, assembled into a single tactical algorithm, comprise the second module of Schola training. My study and
presentation of them into a curriculum is the subject of the forthcoming book, Masters of the Crossed Swords.
15
Interestingly, there is no zogho largo with wrestling, or with the daga, probably because this distance is already in what
we will see as zogho stretto with the sword—it is close. With the sword in one hand, here are very limited numbers of
plays at what I think of as zogho largo distance, probably because the shorter weapon brings the opponent closer most of
the time. With the poleaxe (azza), Fiore’s impulse is to eliminate the “ponderous, cruel and mortal” axe and secure
control through wrestling.
16
The segno in Fiore’s work, present in the PD and Getty manuscripts, is a symbolic representation of the combatant that
encodes key fighting qualities into animals of the medieval bestiary. See Sword in Two Hands, pp. 48-57.
9
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Seizing Control
“Qui commenza zogho de spada a doy mani zogho stretto /
in loquale sara dogni rasone coverte / e feride e ligadure.
e disligadure e prese e tore de spade / e sbatter in terra
p[er] diversi modi. E sarano gli rimedy e gli contrary de
e zaschune rasoné che bisogna a offender e a defender.” [Getty fol. 27v-d]
“Here begins the play of the sword in two hands, zogho stretto,
Which will in every instance cover, and [will], in many ways,
wound, bind, dislocate, grip, and disarm the sword, and throw [him] to the ground.
And will [also] be [found] the remedies and counters to each, those needed
in attacking and in defending.”
“Qui comenza zogho de spade a doi mane, zogho stretto e modi di romper tute punte e tagli
in lo quale sarano d’ogni rasone coverte e feride e ligadure e dislogadure e prese e tore de
spada e sbatter in terra per diversi modi, e sarano gli rimedij e gli contrarij de zaschuna
rasone che bisogna a offendere e defendere.” [Morgan xx]
“Here commences the play of the sword in two hands, zogho stretto, with many ways of
breaking all thrusts and cuts, and in which will be every reasonable cover, wounding,
binding, dislocating, grip, disarm and throw, in diverse manner, and will be found also the
reasonable remedies and counters to the same which are needed in attacking and defending.”
Fiore opens his section on the zogho stretto with an unillustrated paragraph, which follows his last paragraph of
17
the zogho largo (also unillustrated).
In this paragraph Fiore hints that the plays will “in these ways [he] will always be covered,” (in loquale sara
dogni rasone coverte). Although the text a bit rough, it is clear that his intention is to provide techniques
through which (or perhaps which come from a position of cover) cover will be found. This is the principle of
striking to cover, and it reflects that Fiore never countenances gambling on speed or luck—he wants to secure
a sure-thing so that his scolari may strike with confidence and safety.
Presa Imperfetta & Presa Avantisada
Fiore’s description of the cover he seeks is frustratingly vague. Only by piecing together commonalities in the
execution of his plays and using comparisons of the text have I been able to articulate a theory of his tactics
18
for the zogho stretto. To make the concept more clear I have borrowed one term from Mr. Colin Hatcher —
presa avantisada—and coined another, presa imperfetta.
Once the weapons have crossed (or arms, in the unarmed case), Fiore refers to this state as a cover (covertarsi)
or a cross (incrosare). At first, this contact is made to secure information to better inform the decision to
19
commit. It is tentative. Because it is important to understand the nature of the preliminary engagement, I
17

Fiore’s last paragraph of the zogho largo: Qui finesse zogho largo de la spade a doy mani, che sono zoghi uniti ano zogho,
zoè rimedi e contrari de parte dritta e parte riversa e contrapunte e contrataglide zaschuna rasone cum roture, coverte, ferire et
ligadure che tutte queste chose lizerassimamente se pono intendere. “Here finishes the zogho largo of the sword in two hands,
which are cohesive plays; remedies and counters from the right and left, and roture with covers, wounds, and binds all of
which I have intended to be easily understood.” Getty fol. 27v-c.
18
Mr. Hatcher is a California civil attorney and a senior instructor with the Schola Saint George who specializes in the
abrazare and daga play. A capable teacher and researcher, Mr. Hatcher is a valuable Schola asset.
19
By the 17th century at least, this crossing of the blades became known as engagement. In order to avoid the 17th – 19th
century baggage which has accumulated to the term, however, I have coined the new term in order to emphasize the
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have coined the term presa imperfetta to describe the crossed state of the hands or arms. A presa imperfetta may
come as a result of the tentative “feeling out” phase that often opens a fight, or it can occur owing to a cover,
as when an opponent’s strike is blocked with the arm.
During the presa imperfetta, the combatant has achieved a momentary reprieve by interposing his covering
device (the arm or a weapon) between the combatants, making cover, or mi coverta, as Fiore so often writes.
Like a musical rest, it is a pause in the tempo of the fight, however slight. The scolaro must, during this very
brief interveral, assess the tactical reality and select a follow-on action from Fiore’s menu (strike, disarm,
break, bind, throw).
He can choose to extend his control through the use of a more capable presa, one won by increasing leverage
or strength, and there are two basic ways to accomplish it: First, by bringing a second hand, what Fiorean
researcher Bob Charron has termed, “bringing a friend,” and second, by increasing leverage by attacking the
elbow and shoulder joints, what Fiore calls ligadure. Once control has been extended with a superior grip, I
20
encourage students to think about this state as a presa avantisada.
The presa can be extended with a grip of one or two hands. For example, if the swords are crossed, one way to
extend the presa imperfetta or incrosade into a presa avantisade is to make a presa against his sword with the left
hand, as Fiore does in the zogho largo section (SSG ZL play #3, Getty fol. 25v (154)). With the n so
controlled, many other follow-on attacks are now possible. Fiore suggests on fol. 25v a kick, but a strike with
the scolaro’s own sword or a disarm are equally seductive. Ligadure can be found by making locks and binds
21
against the joints, as Fiore does throughout the daga section and on many of the zogho stretto plays.
Neither of these terms is found within Fiore’s text, but I have found them a useful way of articulating his
overall tactical theory. With or without weapons, Fiore seeks control through contact. Fiore strongly suggests
this in the Morgan paragraph above, and he then offers the follow-on option menu: wounding or strikes
(feride), binding (ligadure), dislocating (disligadure), disarms (tore de spade), and throws (sbatter in terra).
Feride: Attacks, Strikes, Wounds, Injuries
The first option, once some measure over the opponent’s weapon has been secured, is simply to strike (feride).
In Fiore’s Italian, the term ferire (v.) or feride (n.) is used to indicate a “wound” or an “injury.” Generally
speaking, this is made using the primary weapon, (in the case of the zogho stretto section, the sword), although
it could also be made with a convenient and effective secondary weapon, such as the left hand, a foot, or the
sword’s pomo. Fiore shows strikes on fols. 28r (173,174,175); 28v (177).

probable distinctions of the weapons and fighting forms involved. This emphasizes also that Fiore’s specific lineage to the
Italian fencing tradition remains unlinked with later masters except for Filippo Vadi (~1475), unlike the Bardi school of
Achille Marozzo.
20
This idea now parallels Mr. Hatcher’s idea presented for the abrazare. Using posta longa, the first objective is to make
a preliminary grip—what Mr. Hatcher calls a presa larga. Then, the objective is to achieve a second grip with the other
hand, a presa stretta—which should secure a presa avantisada, a grip that conveys a significant advantage.
21
One might expect Fiore to have introduced the ligadure in his section on grips, what he calls the abrazare, literally an
“embrace,” or “at the arms.” Surprisingly, within the abrazare section there is no such mention, and the emphasis in
unarmed combat seems to be on a more wrestling-like battle to secure a superior grip, to manipulate the opponent’s
body with his head or by throwing him to the earth. Within the Schola Mr. Colin Hatcher has been the primary
researcher working through the abrazare, so I will for the moment defer to him and will not address the abrazare further.
Fiore presents his ligadure within the daga section. All ligadure, like their Asian martial arts counterparts, control the
opponent by manipulating the arm joints, particularly the elbow and shoulder (possibly because the wrist is difficult to
attack in a plate gauntlet). Ligadure figure only slightly into the zogho stretto cum la spada a due mani, and I will address
specifics with those associated techniques.
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Ligadure: Binding
The second option creates a presa avantisada, a binding, or a bar/lock against a joint, a ligadura. As discussed
above, a ligadura seeks to control not only the arm but the whole of the opponent’s body through the arm.
Binding can also be achieved by improving leverage by bringing a second hand or simply be securing a
superior grip. Interestingly, a bind or presa may be made against the arm or against the weapon itself. In the
zogho largo, Fiore generally makes the presa against the weapon, while in the zogho stretto the prese are
generally made against the arm—probably because the arms are more dangerous secondary weapons once the
distance between the combatants closes. Fiore shows ligadure with the spada a due mani on fols. 29r (180);
29v (186).
Dislogature: Ruining the arm, dislocation
The third option proceeds from the second. That is, once a ligadura has been achieved, one can proceed onto
the more destructive techniques, “ruining the arm” by attacking the shoulder through hyperflexion
(backwards rotation in the ligadure soprane), and hyperextension (forward rotation in the ligadure sottane), or
the elbow through hyperextension (in the ligadure mezane) Fiore shows strikes on fol. 29v (186).
Sbarra or Mettere in Terra: Putting him on the ground
Similarly, the fourth option also proceeds from the second. Once a presa avantisada has been achieved, either
through the ligadura or by expending his body and securing a superior grip, an excellent and usually decisive
follow-on is to put the opponent on the ground (although the scolaro must avoid being taken to the ground—
22
Fiore does not present ground-fighting). This is made through a rotational “counter-balancing” movement
which either presses the upper body backwards while pulling the lower body or which makes a throw pivoting
over the scolaro’s leg, which has been moved into position behind the opponent’s calf. I have found that
throws in Fiore’s art are best executed when preceeded by an attack to the face or other forms of distraction.
Additionally, throws in Fiore’s art should be completed by finding the posta porta di ferro on the other side,
which generally involves an efficient mezza volta or tutta volta turn. In general, the movements made in
Fiore’s manipulations are linear and direct, as opposed to the turning forms of Akido more commonly known
23
in today’s martial arts. Fiore offers a takedown on fol. 30r (189).
Tore di Spada: Disarms
Another option which Fiore strongly favors is the disarm. With the sword in two hands, disarms are made
through prese against the weapon, either by making a serpentina around it (as on fol. 28v (178)), or by using a
variety of torqueing motions in order to quickly remove it from the opponent’s hands, these are the tore di
spada. Fiore shows tore de spada on fols. 30r and 30v.
The essence of a tore di spada is an attack against the grip, generally the thumb. The idea is to find a leverage
advantage, and the easiest point to find is the weakest point of the grip. Alternatively, the sword may be
rotated over the back of the right hand, which Fiore also presents on fol. 30r (188).
Maximum effect: Using multiple follow-ons
Taken together, the follow-on attacks Fiore presents for the zogho stretto are the same as those he presents for
the daga. All of them extend control through a superior position, generally a presa (avantisada) if not a strike.
22

Although Fiore doesn’t present any ground-fighting, there are some techniques shown in the German manuscripts
from the 15th century.
23
Fiore does make strong use of redirection, however, a foundational principle in Akido, in his redoppiando (redoubling)
attacks against the hand or incoming weapon. In fact Fiore uses both attacks into the front of an attack (as one finds
commonly in the “striking” arts of Karate or Tae Kwon Do, and the more “harmonious” redirecting attacks one finds in
Akido. Both have their place in Fiore’s Art, depending upon the position and intentions of the scolaro. But even when
making attacks which channel the opponent’s energy into a motion, the resulting motion is generally linear, not circular
as one finds in Akido.
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Once control has been achieved, Fiore gives the scolaro leave to do has he pleases, using his own judgment as
to the force appropriate in a given circumstance. This is one of the key strengths of the Fiorean system: while
potentially deadly, a scale of violence is presented through the options menu, rather than overbearing force
being the only option.
It is in the combination of options where the maximum effects may be found. For example, in a single
encounter a scolaro may achieve a presa imperfetta while making cover, quickly extending the contact into a
presa avantisada through a lock (ligadura). Or he might strike first to create a discomfiture, then use the newly
created time advantage to gain the presa or ligadura. Once he has the ligadura, he might disarm the opponent,
strike him, ruin the joint, and finish taking him to the ground. If the situation warrants, that is.
<explanatory sidebar>
For example, two combatants stand before one another ready to fight in Fiore’s posta porta di ferro. The
compagno begins the encounter by striking with a punch for the scolaro, who, not wanting to be struck, raises
his arm to cover himself using posta dente di zenghiaro. If successful, their arms will be momentarily crossed,
what I refer to as a presa imperfetta or what would be with swords, an incrosare. From this point, both
combatants have an opportunity to follow-on with a strike (feride), a disarm (tor di spada, if there was a
weapon), or he can improve his presa imperfetta by using a ligadure or bringing a second hand in order to
achieve a presa avandisada. Once he has the presa, he can bind (ligadure), break (dislogadure), or put the
opponent to the ground (mettere in terra).
In this he who assesses and makes a bold attack first will generally win.
Put another way, all of the segno qualities are employed: He who assesses first (using the lynx, cervino), and
acts first (using the tigro), and boldly (using the lione), all while maintaining a strong fighting platform (the
ellefante) will likely be victorious.
<end explanatory sidebar>
Primary & Secondary Weapons
Although Fiore has no term for this, I find that from a tactical point of view, he first seeks control over the
opponent’s primary weapon. In the case of the zogho stretto, that weapon is the opponent’s sword.
But the opponent has other weapons as well, which I term secondary, because they are less effective than the
primary so long as the primary weapon is free and available. These secondaries are really the whole of his
body, including the left hand, the feet, the head, and parts of the sword’s hilt, including the pomo and the
croce.
In general the right hand stays on the sword in almost all circumstances (assuming a right-handed
combatant), maintaining its position just below the sword’s hilt. The left hand is what I term the “grappling”
hand, and it steadies the sword or leaves it as appropriate.
Zogho stretto is, by definition, close range. At close range, the left hand becomes much more dangerous,
because it is now in range—in the zogho largo, the combatants are too far away for the left hand to make a
presa against anything other than the sword itself (which is an option, as we see in Getty fol. 25v (154).
Because the left hand is more dangerous in close, many of Fiore’s attacks against the hands attempt to pin the
hand with a presa imperfetta to the sword’s hilt in order to gain a delay before the hand can be worked free
while another, more deadly finish is being accomplished (fol. 26v (161)) Or, the hand maybe neutralized by
locking the opponent’s ability to move at all with a ligadura (fol. 29v (186)) or by simply turning him away
(fol. 27r (166-167)).
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The Incrosare
All of the zogho stretto plays begin, again, from the incrosade:
“Noi stasemo qui incrosadi / e di questo
incrosar che noy faremo tutti gli zoghi che noy
segueno fare gli possemo / chosi uno di noy quale
laltro. E tutti gli zoghi seguiranno luno laltro
24
come denanzi e dritto.” [Getty fol. 28r-a]
“We rest here who are crossed, and in this
cross that we have made, all of the plays that
follow us are possible: one as the other.
And all of the plays will follow, one
after the other, as they have before and as
I have said.”
“Per modo che noy staseme aqui incrosadi, a piu saver e presteza li zoghi sono dadi; per che molti zoghi se
fano per tal incrosar, pur li piu forti contrary noy semo per far.” [Novati]
“By the way we are here crossed, much knowledge and presteza in the play do I give; of the many plays that
may be made from this cross, [pur] the stronger counters we will make.”
As with the zogho largo plays, the swords have become crossed at the mezza spada (the middle of the sword).
In general, there are two ways of coming to the cross. The scolaro may either seek it, by attacking into cover
and attempting to draw the opponent’s sword out, or he may find it as a natural result of covering himself
against the opponent’s attack. Either way, the crossed state of the incrosade is the point at which the zoghi
stretti begin.
25

Frank Petrino has argued convincingly that the Third Master of the Incrosare is made in a different way
26
than the first two (which are made for the zogho largo).
In order to forestall the incoming attack and in order to maintain the forward momentum critical to our
interpretation of Fiore’s tactics, il terzo magistro d’incrosade della spada a due mani is made by stepping with
the scolaro’s right foot towards or even beyond the opponent’s right foot and is done with la presteza (il tigro)
in order to make the incrosade before the compagno’s attack has had a chance to fully develop. If the attack is
thus short-circuited, the scolaro gains leverage (by having his sword closer to his body),
Volte
With the zogho stretto, the volte di spada—turns of the sword—that define the zogho largo are not necessarily
evident, probably because the control is made with a prese, rather than through contact or pressure with the
sword.

24

Except for spellings, the Morgan is essentially the same.
Frank is leader of the Schola’s New Jersey study group, and has long experience in the Chinese martial arts. He has
drawn this observation in part from Guy Windsor, author of the Swordsmans’ Companion and leader of the Helsinki
School of European Swordsmanship, and also from his own experience, in which he has found that closing aggressively
and striking directly into the attack can forestall it prior to its generation of maximum force. I am indebted to Mr.
Petrino for this valuable insight.
26
There are two magistri della incrosade in Fiore’s zogho largo play, and working from these incrosadi is the essence of the
second and third SSG training modules. The primo magistro crosses the swords at the very tip (the punta), while the
secondo magistro crosses at the mezza spada.
25
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Tempi
As with all of the zogho stretto plays, time must be used as efficiently as possible. As the distance between the
zugadore closes, the available time also shortens. This can be an important advantage if the scolaro attacks
directly and succeeds in blending his attacks together, or it can dangerously expose the scolaro if he pauses.
<exercise: following-on from the presa impretta – A future exercise for combatants>
FIRST BLOCK – Presa Imperfetta
Extending Control with a Prese Avantisade
SECOND BLOCK - Strike
Striking with a secondary weapon
THIRD BLOCK – Disarm
FOURTH BLOCK – Bind, Break
FIFTH BLOCK – Throw
<end exercise>
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Play #1 of the Zogho Stretto
Getty fol. 28v, PD 22a

“Per lo incrosare ch’à fatto lo magistro cum lo pè dritto / denanci, io complisco lo primo zogho zoè che io
passo cum / lo pè stanch e cum la mia mane stancha passo di sopra / lo mio dritto brazzo e piglo el suo
27
mantenir, e cum taglo e punta io lo posso ferir. E questa prese si pò fare / a spada d’una e de doy mane e a
incrosare; tanto di sopra / quanto di sotta mane si pò far tal prese (can make this particular prese).” [Getty fol.
28r-b]
“By the incrosa I have made, the master with his right foot forward, I complete the first play; that is, I pass
28
with the left foot and with my left hand passing over my right arm, seizing his grip. With cuts and thrusts I
can [now] wound him. And this prese can be made from the incrosare with the sword in one hand or in two,
[tanto di sopra…prese] enough, sufficiently (?) over the lower hand to make this particular prese.”
“Per lo mantigner tuo che in man io tegno e ter feriro e tua spada sera mio pegno.” [PD]
“By the handle I hold in my hand, I attack you and I can take your sword.”
Analysis
The essence of this play is to extend control by advancing to secure a presa avantisada, pinning the lower
hand to the sword, not just gaining the blade, as Fiore does in zogho largo play #3 [Getty fol. 25v (154-55)].
The idea is to pin the left hand to the handle for at least a fraction of a second so that a follow-on with edge
or point can immediately follow unhindered by the opponent’s left hand.
While a prese against the blade is useful, if the scolaro steps inside and manages only to grip the upper (right)
hand, the compagno’s left is free as a secondary weapon. This is not as much an issue in zogho largo play #3,
because the scolaro has some distance (hence, he strikes with the foot, as his hands are busy and largely out of
range). Let’s look now at Fiore’s words:
Per lo incrosare ch’à fatto…cum lo pè dritto denançi…
“From the incrosare that I’ve made, with the right foot forward…”
27

It is common to translate ferire literally as “injury” (or “injure”), or “to wound,” although after long consideration I
have decided to render it as “attack,” since in modern English neither injury nor wounding seem to capture the breadth
of the original. Sometimes, “injury” sounds better; sometimes “wounding,” but in almost all cases, “attack” (with the
connotation of an attempt to injure or wound) seems to flow well.
28
This is likely the sword handle, mantenir.
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The play begins, as do all of the zogho stretto plays, from the terzo magistro de lo incrosade. That is, the play
works better if the right foot has stepped across and to the left of a right-handed opponent, such that the
scolaro’s right foot is even with or even to the left of the opponent’s right foot. It will, however, work with a
variety of foot positions.
…Io passo cum / lo pè stanch e cum la mia mane stancha passo di sopra / lo mio dritto brazzo e piglo el suo
mantenir…tanto di sopra / quanto di sotta mane si pò far tal prese.
“I pass with the left foot, and, with my left hand passing over my right arm, take his grip…”
He then steps forward, using a passare with the left foot, reaching with the left hand over the right to make a
29
prese against the grip of his opponent’s sword, ideally gripping both hands. He then goes on to reinforce this
point at the end of the paragraph, tanto di sopra / quanto di sotta mane si pò far tal prese, “sufficiently over the
lower hand to make this particular prese.” I believe what he means by this is that he is trying to grip the
opponent’s left (or grappling) hand and pin it temporarily to the sword handle, at least for long enough to
make a good follow-on attack. Fiore’s use of the word piglo, “I take,” is interesting, for it implies capture of
the hands upon the sword, which is perhaps something slightly different and more aggressive than a prese.
e cum taglo e punta io lo posso ferir.
“And with edge and point I can injure.”
As with all of the zogho stretto plays, and those of the daga, once the prese is established, the combatant is free
to strike with any part of the sword, including the edge, point, pommel, or with a kick, etc. But the
preference would be for the most lethal options, the edge or point.
Tempi
In terms of tempo, the play should ideally be executed as efficiently as possible, with blended motions through
the terzo magistro de lo incrosade directly into the play, with the least discernable delay between the incrosare
and the prese (piglo, in this case). Thus, the play would be made in the ideal in mezzo tempo, rather than a
version of duo tempo.
Another way to think about it is to make the strike “with edge or point” as soon after the prese is attained as
possible—in other words, there is a calculated risk available in leaving the opponent’s blade early, but I think
for the most part the strike should take place after the weapon has been momentarily fixed in place with the
left hand.
Volte
Because the control over the compagno’s sword is redoubled through the piglare at the grip (mantenir), the
volte employed will depend upon the necessary power and the relative position of the blades. In short, any
volte can be used at this point. I have found that in most cases, a volta stabile can be used here, if the strike is
made after the prese; but the ideal is to secure control fractionally, first, then to follow-on after the prese with
the most powerful yet fast (presteza) strike possible. If too much time passes, the opponent will have plenty of
time to react with kicks, strikes, prese of his own, etc.
To make the play, the combatant finds himself or seeks the incrosare , then continues his forward momentum
to grasp the nearest and most efficient point—the sword’s handle. From here, he can thrust or strike, or
potentially disarm.

29

The reason for the grip on both hands, which would be more ideal that the between-the-hand placement shown in the
plate, is that with both hands controlled, the opponent will have greater trouble bringing the grappling hand to bear.
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Counters the Scambiare de la Punta
Note that this play appears to be extremely similar to Fiore’s counter to the scambiare de la punta [Getty 26v
(161)].
A Remaining Puzzle
Right from the start, this play presents a conundrum. Looking at the image, how does the blade get to the
outside of the left arm? Some of guessed that the sword blade is drawn on the back side by mistake, but if this
were true, then the mistake is repeated in the Scambiare de la Punta (which seems unlikely). Curiously, in the
PD version [22a-b], the compagno’s blade is not drawn at all, although it appears that it might have been
behind the scolaro’s sword, quite unlike the Getty.
When I execute the play, I prefer to retrieve my sword as the play is being made, so that I have full choice
regarding use of the “edge or point” because the sword is now anchored at my right hip. <illustrate>
PHASE I
The zugadore come to the terzo magistro de lo incrosade, the scolaro’s right foot in the vicinity of the
compagno’s right. Once the incrosade is adjudged solid, the scolaro passes with his left foot, the left hand
simultaneously reaching over to grip the compagno’s sword handle and pin the left hand on the grip. Finally,
the scolaro finishes with a “strike with edge or point.”
PHASE II
The zugadore come to the terzo magistro de lo incrosade, but this time from the back. To find the back of
the terzo magistro, the scolaro strikes riverso instead of mandritto, He then steps and continues as per the play
above. At the point where the opponent’s hand has been pinned, the zugadore should find themselves
reflecting Fiore’s drawing. In order to finish, the scolaro can drive a colpi with the hip or draw the point back
for a thrust.
PHASE III
The compagno will now enter with a fendente manriverso or mandritto, mixing his choice between the two.
The scolaro must cover himself and then proceed with the play as advised. Zugadore should also play with
having the other foot forward. The essence of the play is to extend control with a presa to the sword and to
the potentially dangerous left hand, then finish the fight quickly without pause.
PHASE IV
Blend the motions together, striving for a smooth transition through the terzo magistro de lo incrosade
directly into the presa, no matter which side of the blade cover is made on. Avoid the temptation to go right
for the presa without first establishing the incrosa.
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Play #2 of the Zogho Stretto
Pommel Strike

“Questo è un altro zogho che vene de l’incrosar del / mio magistro e como ello è incrosado dello pò fare
questo zogo e gl’altri che qui dredo siegueno, zoè ch’elo […] / pò pigliare a questo modo lo zugadore e ferido
/ in lo volto cum lo pomo dela spada sua. Anchora po’ / ferirlo de fendente in la testa, inançi ch’ello possa /
fare covert presta.” [Getty fol. 28r (172); the Morgan is exactly the same]
“Here is another play that comes from the incrosa of my master. Like that one and the ones that follow, this
play is made when crossed; that is to say, that the zugadore can catch in this way and wound him with the
pommel of his sword. Also he could attack him with a fendente to the head, which he can do before his
opponent can make his cover quickly [enough].”
“Per la mia spada che a recevdo colpo e per la presa, lo pomo te fier in lo volto.” [PD xx]
“For my sword that has received a blow and by the presa, the pommel injures you in the face.”
Analysis
The play is part of the family of strikes that could follow an imperfect presa. From the incrosa, the scolaro
again closes by passing with the left foot, simultaneously checking the compagno’s sword by dropping the left
hand to a presa on the arm and striking with the pommel. The point of control in the play is the imperfect
presa on the arm, not the pommel strike; Fiore indicates that from here, you could “attack him in the head,”
but this can be done either before or after the pommel strike.
Questo è un altro zogho che vene de l’incrosar del / mio magistro e como ello è incrosado dello pò fare questo zogo e
gl’altri che qui dredo siegueno…
Here is another play that comes from the incrosa of my master. Like that one and the ones that follow, this
play is made when crossed…
Again the play begins from the terzo magistro de lo incrosade, the right foot ideally even with or to the left of
the compagno’s right foot. The play will not halt at this point, but will travel through it….
…ch’elo pò pigliare a questo modo lo zugadore
…the zugadore can grip in this way…
This is the key point of control in the play. The scolaro has continued his forward progress with a passare,
simultaneously making a pigliare against the arm. He literally “catches” the arm [pigliare], although I call this
a presa imperfetto because it yields only momentary control, which must be immediately followed up. The
scolaro should also press the hands down to clear space for the sword as part of the motion.
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…e ferido / in lo volto cum lo pomo dela spada sua…
…and wound him with the pommel of his sword…
And Fiore does follow with a strike, in this case using the pommel of the sword. Note that any kind of strike
could follow at this point—the idea is to attack in the most efficient way, and a driving of the pommel from
close distance maintains the forward inertia of the attack and sets up the follow-on attack, which in this case
Fiore will present as a fendente.
Anchora po’ / ferirlo de fendente in la testa, inançi ch’ello possa / fare covert presta.
Also he could attack him with a fendente to the head, which he can do before his opponent can make his
cover quickly [enough].
In this case “also” could also be rendered as “then,” suggesting that the fendente follow the pommel strike,
which is probably what Fiore intended. Alternatively, once the presa imperfetto has been attained, a fendente
might be available, or more likely, a thrust.
PHASE I
From the incrosa, scolaro again passes, striving to stay well behind the compagno’s centerline. At the same time,
he makes his presa imperfetto, presses the arm down, and brings the pommel to bear on his face, all at the same
time. He should then, using another segment, follow-on with a fendente and/or other attacks. Practice should
be made with cover in front and cover behind the blade.
PHASE II
Working on the alternate, the combatant steps forward to win the presa, but instead of striking with the
pommel, lowers his point for a one-handed thrust to the face. As another alternate, he can work in duo tempo
and recoil the sword near the shoulder, driving then in the second tempo with a fendente. As before, practice
should be made in front of and behind the blade.
PHASE III
The choice of which attack to make should favor the pommel strike, because that is what Fiore records. But
based on subtle distinctions in position, it may be more effective in a given case to use the edge or point.
PHASE IV
The actions should begin at misura larga and progress smoothly through the pommel strike and follow-on
attack.
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Play #3 of the Zogho Stretto
Getty fol. 28r [175] Æ 28v [176]
PD 22a-d Æ 22b-a,b,c

“Questo è um altro ferir di pomo e se pò far subito si lo volto à discoverto, falo senza dubito, ché ello si pò
30
fare / armado e disarmado. Quatro denti butta fior / di bocha a uno cum tal zogho si ch’ell à provado. E la
31
spada al collo se volesse te poria butare, como fa dredo a mi quello scolare.” [Getty fol. 28r-d]
“Here is another attack of the pommel and it can be made immediately if his face is uncovered. Make it
without doubt [or hesitation]; it can be made [whether he is] in or out of armour. With this play four of his
teeth will be struck out, as [she proves]. And you can cast the sword to his neck, as I have done with the
scolaro in the play that follows.”
“Per zogho che m’è denanzi, e como lo scolar à ditto, io t’ò posta la spada al collo, e la gola te posso / ben
32
taglare perché i’sento che tu non hai punto de colare. [Getty fol. 28v-a]

30

Following the note by Massimo Malipiero, I have interpreted this as a mistake; the scribe or author has written “fior”
instead of fuori. See Malipiero, p. 469.
31
This paragraph is substantially the same in the Morgan; see the comparison in transcriptions on Malipiero p. 469.
32
The Morgan is very close, a minor change only in the spelling of taglare (taglar).
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“For the play that comes after, and as the scolaro said, I position my sword at the neck, and I can cut his
throat because I sense that your point doesn’t threaten my neck.”
“Aquesto e un altro ferir de mio pomo
33
Segondo che larte e magistri presta sono.” [Novati carta 22A-d]
“Here is another attack with my pommel
34
According to the art and masters I am made quickly.”
“Io te mando in terra aquesto partito: (see carta 22A-d)
De metterte la spada al colo none e falito.” [Novati Carta 22b-a]
“I take you to the ground in this way:
Putting my sword at your neck I cannot fail.”
“In mane ho la presa ache tegho ò cerchada,
Per metere in terra cum la tua spada.” [Novati Carta 22b-b]
“On the hands I have a presa tegho will be found,
For putting to the earth with your sword.”
“Per drita coverta io t’ò cusso ben preso,
Che te mandarò in terra longo disteso.” [Novati Carta 22b-c]
“From the right cover I have caught you well pressed,
Which to the hard ground I will take you with distress.”
Analysis
35
Like Fiore, I love this play. It can be done as shown, or the follow-on presa advantisada can be made from
the previous play. Rather than being separate plays, I group the figures at the end of Getty 28r and 28v and
the PD from 22a to the three different finishes shown on 22b. Overall Fiore gives this play a lot of space.
The play begins, like all others, from the terzo magistro de lo incrosade. Then, “if the face is uncovered,” he
passes to the left and strikes the face with his pommel, both hands still in place for power. This will definitely
give the opponent pause, at least, and should provide enough stun to enable the next portion, where he next
continues with an acresare while turning the sword, capturing the compagno at the throat. This usually reduces
the opponent’s desire to continue. His throat could then be cut, he could be held in the presa, or he could be
thrown to the ground. There are variants on the hold which are shown in the PD, but only one version is
demonstrated in the Getty.
The point of control in this play is the discomfiting nature of a crushing, two-handed pommel strike to the

33

Literally segondo could be translated as “second,” but I have chosen the more fluid meaning of “following,” which I
think better evokes Fiore’s intent rather than the literal “second.”
34
This is a particularly troublesome passage that I struggled with for a few hours before bringing in the big guns. I am
indebted to Dean Cassella of the University of North Texas for his assistance with this particularly interesting bit of
paleography and translation.
35
Indeed I do it so often that the SSG DFW has taken to following Louis Tarmichael’s renaming of the play as the
“Price Maneuver.” Surely I do other techniques more often than this one…but I don’t really mind, since I do
demonstrate this one owing to its sublime efficiency and the unexpected results. It has won warm acclaim at various
martial arts demonstration events.
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face, which will work in or out of armour. The strike must be solid and devastating, and if it succeeds, there
will be a great deal of time available for a myriad of follow-on possibilities.
Note two important points. First, that all of the prese the scolaro wins may follow in any appropriate situation
where the compagno is stalled; it is not necessary in every case to do a pommel strike first, although it is both
satisfying and effective. Second, it is not necessary to follow the pommel-strike presented with these prese—
there are many potentially viable follow-on attacks within his repertoire.
Questo è um altro ferir di pomo e se pò far subito si lo volto à discoverto, falo senza dubito, ché ello si pò fare
armado e disarmado.
Here is another attack of the pommel, and it can be made immediately if his face is uncovered. Make it
without doubt [or hesitation]; it can be made [whether he is] in or out of armour.
Both the PD and the Getty emphasize two points. First, if the face is uncovered, and second, that the
pommel strike must be made very fast, with doubt or hesitation. The compagno’s face may be uncovered in
two ways—the result either of his mistake or because the scolaro has made a skillful traversing step to go
around it. As Fiore says introducing the next illustration, perché i’sento che tu non hai punto de colare. “because
I sense that your point doesn’t threaten my neck.” Fiore also mentions that the play works either armoured or
unarmoured—indeed, a good, still pommel-strike to the face will discomfit even a well-helmeted opponent,
yielding a lot of time for the very interesting follow-on attacks which follow.
Quatro denti butta fior di bocha a uno cum tal zogho si ch’ell à provado.
With this play four of his teeth will be struck out, as [she proves].
The essence of successfully executing the play is the generation of power and speed. Because the sword is no
longer making cover, cover must be provided through the feet—a fast and powerful traversing step should
accompany the drive of the pommel for the mouth. The pommel is brought up during the step, neither
before nor after but during it. A great deal of power is communicated through the body’s mezza volta,
resulting in what is essentially a two-handed punch with the pommel.
E la spada al collo se volesse te poria butare, como fa dredo a mi quello scolaro.
And you can cast the sword to his neck, as I have done with the scolaro in the play that follows.”
Per zogho che m’è denanzi, e como lo scolar à ditto, io t’ò posta la spada al collo, e la gola te posso / ben taglare
For the play that comes after, and as the scolaro said, I position my sword at the neck, and I can cut his
throat…
(Option 1) Fiore continues the play at the end of the paragraph and onto the next leaf with a seemingly
complicated drive from the pommel strike to a nearly magical placement of the sword at the compagno’s
throat. How this is done depends upon which foot was forward at the time of the incrosade and, by extension,
in the pommel strike.
If the right foot was forward, as Fiore shows, then the pommel strike would be made with the left
foot in a passare / mezza volta. From this point, the left foot is acressed slightly further behind the compagno
while the sword is turned, “pushed by the right thumb” and rolled over. As this happens the body makes a
volta stabile or a mezza volta and the result is the picture on Getty fol. 28v (176) or PD 22B-a. A throw can
now be made from this point, as the PD says, or his throat could be cut.
If the left foot ended up forward in the incrosa, then the pommel strike is made with the right foot
passing with a powerful mezza volta. Following the pommel-strike, the left foot then simply passes behind the
opponent and the sword is rolled as above, resulting in the same presa. I find the second case easier, but
combatants should practice both.
In the PD, Fiore gives two alternate endings for the play, one where the scolaro abandons his sword and makes
the play with the compagno’s sword alone, and one where he makes a prese around the compagno’s head using
his arm and sword:
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(Option 2)
“In mane ho la presa ache tegho ò cerchada,
Per metere in terra cum la tua spada.” [Novati Carta 22b-b]
“On the hands I have a presa tegho ò cerchada,
For putting to the earth with your sword.”
Analysis
This is an interesting completion to the play that appears only in the PD. First, the pommel strike well
discomfits the compagno. Immediately following the hands, if the hands are relatively high, the scolaro may
drop his own sword, (I prefer to do this following a fendente). The compagno’s sword is gripped on the handle
on or between the two hands, while the left grips it at the mezza spada. The compagno’s sword is immediately
pivoted around the right hand, leveraging the opponent to the ground. Notice that the scolaro has placed his
right leg to act as an additional fulcrum. In terms of principle, the play represents a powerful follow-on attack
whereby the opponent’s sword is controlled, then used against him as a lever in a throw. But it must be done
very, very fast to be effective, like many of the zogho stretto plays.
This play could also take place directly from the Terzo Magistro de lo Incrosade, assuming that the
opponent’s point did not directly threaten the scolaro’s face.
Or, it could be done smoothly from the First Scolar of the Third Master, our Play #1 of the Zhogo Stretto.
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(Option 3)
“Per drita coverta io t’ò cusso ben preso,
Che te mandarò in terra longo disteso.” [Novati Carta 22b-c]
“From the right cover I have caught you well pressed,
Which I will take you with distress to the hard ground.”
Analysis
Similarly, instead of rolling the sword over, the opponent can affect the presa avantisada using his arm to find
a head-lock. As with the previous follow-on, it can be done from either the strike with the pommel or from
the incrosare, if the opponent’s point does not immediately threaten the scolaro and it is found only in the PD.
Judging from the two images in the PD, in order for this to work, the left foot would have to be outside of
the compagno’s right, leaving sufficient space for the passare which must accompany the drive forward for the
presa.
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Accomplishing the Play
PHASE I
The play should only be done if the compagno’s face is uncovered. This means that in the incrosa, his point
should not threaten the scolaro directly and should ideally be down. Thus, for the first phase, the set-up
should be found or created. The scolaro should strive to step in the incrosa in order to set it up—i.e. so that
the compagno’s point presents no real threat. If this is not achieved, then he should indicate which play he
might attempt instead.
PHASE II
Once the correct incrosa is found, and the compagno’s face is uncovered, the pommel strike can be made, the
left foot passing a la traversa sinestra. Once the pommel strike is accomplished, the scolaro should realize that
any of the five zogho stretto follow-on options present opportunities—he can execute all three options (option
1, stepping behind and rolling the sword to the compagno’s throat with a prese avantisade), (option 2,
abandoning the scolaro’s sword and seizing his sword with a disarm, followed by a throw), and (option 3,
continuing the forward momentum for the head-lock, another prese avantisade). He could also simply strike
for the head or other body part.
PHASE III
The scolaro should learn to recognize when this play may be made, and step through either the play itself or
another play of the zogho stretto, circumstances depending. If the pommel strike is made, he should be able to
execute at least the first option, and several other follow-ons that include all options, a strike, disarm, breakbind and throw.
PHASE IV
As before, the movements are made slowly and should flow one into the next, striving never to lose forward
momentum and to blend the strike with the follow-on attacks.
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PLAYS 4-7
PRESE SERPENTINE
As the distance closes, the scolaro increases his control with prese against the sword, or in the middle distance,
against the arms. At wide distance, he may from the incrosa step forward and make a presa serpentina to bind
the sword (Play #5). As the distance closes, the scolaro may sweep around or between the arms in order to find
a presa, checking them with a presa imperfetta (Play #4) or ideally, with a more secure grip, a presa avantisada.
The general movement of the winding serpentina is not sharply distinct from the other bodies of technique
which follow. Rather, it is an integral, core movement within the system.
In the play which follows, Fiore uses a serpentina movement to “strike” between the opponent’s arms from
below in what is the first presentation (in this section) of what I call the prese intramano. There are a whole
variety of these prese intramano described later, but this play represents perhaps the first step, the simplest
motion which can be done from the intramano position. I would offer also that Frank Petrino’s thoughts
concerning the achievement of the presa in an imperfetto version, discussed below, is also intruiging.
Play #4 of the Zogho Stretto
Getty fol. 28v (176); PD 22B-d

For this play reference also Getty fol. 20v (115), spada a una mano.
“Quando io son incrosado io passo cum coverta e fiero in gli toy brazzi in questo partito; e questa punta ti
36
metto in lo volto e si lo pe stancho in acreso, trambe le braze te ligaro overo che m’e dredo ti piglaro, zoe che
ti ligaro la spada e per l’elzo la tigniro.”
“When I am crossed I pass with cover and attack the arms with in this way; and this point I can put in your
face and if the left foot acresses, between the arms I bind over which I will after catching [pigliaro] you, so that
I lock your sword and snatch the hilt.”

36

I have rendered trambe as “between” following Florio, p. 427, where he records trambo as “between,” “both,” or
“together.” Unfortunately this ambiguity could also support Mr. Petrino’s interesting assertion that the first iterationof
the position, depicted here, is more of a sweep, from “both” or “together.”
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“La tua spada cum lo mio brazo o intardada, e la punta de la mia in volto t’o ficada, e de tor de spada io si
fazo contrario e li altri zoghi striti sempre suanio.” [PD 22b-d]
I have stopped your sword with my arm, and I have placed (o ficada) the point of my sword in your face. I
37
counter the tor di spada and all of the other zogho stretto plays always follow.”
Analysis
I believe this play represents a two-step serpentina. First, the scolaro passes with cover and with his left hand,
38
sweeps the compagno’s sword to the side. As he does this he recoils the sword to his shoulder and brings the
point to bear. Because the initial presa yields only momentary control, I consider it a presa imperfetta. In order
to extend this into a presa avantisada, the scolaro may acresare and drive with the left hand between the arms,
finally matching the illustration. From here, he can turn the opponent’s sword with a disarm (tor di spada), or
he can find, “and other zogho stretto plays follow.” He can also take the compagno to the ground.
If the scolaro drives forward aggressively with the passare, making an upward transition into something like
the unarmed dente di zenghiaro, the arms are often parted, and the play proceeds as described. From here the
scolaro finds an easy disarm if the arm continues its roll, a movement much like the first disarm of the daga,
found in Getty fol. 10v-1 (36). In finding the presa, the scolaro finds that from his bind he may additionally
disarm or strike, and with a bit more work, he can also find a throw.
<sidebar>
It is perhaps interesting that in the PD version of this play and the next, the scolaro making this play is
crowned, making him a contrari-contrario, a counter to the previous scolaro. In the Getty, however, the
zugadore have no magistri in either play. How this works out with respect to using serpentina motions against
a pommel strike I am not sure! Perhaps a Schola student will discover the answer.
</sidebar>
Quando io son incrosado io passo cum covert e…
When I am crossed I pass with cover and …
From the incrosa, the scolaro “passes with cover”—passo cum coverta. He passes with his foot, stepping under
the protection of his sword <define a drill for this>.
…fiero in gli toy brazzi in questo partito…
…attack the arms with in this way…
As the scolaro makes the passato, his left hand leaves the sword hilt and thrusts upwards—attacking into the
boar’s tooth—thrusting from below between the compagno’s hands, seeking the presa avantisada.
If he cannot easily find the “grappling box” between the arms, he may alternatively shoot his hand to the
left, sweeping then to the right and rolling the compagno’s sword over, which would result in an imperfect
presa. This yields less control (hence the “imperfect” moniker), and any resulting follow-on will have to be
commensurately faster.
As either presa is assured, the scolaro’s sword is removed and coiled at the shoulder for a punta or colpo.
…e questa punta ti metto in lo volto e…
…and this point I can put in your face and…
37

si fazo contrario, reflexive.
SSG Scolaro Frank Petrino first suggested doing the play in this much simplified way, and I agree that the
interpretation has some merit, although it is hard to square with the Italian phrase, trambe le brazzi, “between the arms.”
Additionally, the illustration in the PD for the sword in one hand version of this play, carta 13B-3, seems to clearly show
the scolaro’s left hand between the sword handle and the compagno’s forearm. Whatever Fiore’s original intent, the play
works even with the sweeping motion Frank suggests, and it works well, although it doesn’t yield as much control as is
won between the arms.
38
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The follow-on given is an efficient thrust to the face, but if the sword is anchored at the shoulder, a colpo is
possible. The thrust is faster, however.
… si lo pe stancho in acreso, trambe le braze te ligaro overo che m’e dredo ti piglaro,
zoe che ti ligaro la spada e per l’elzo la tigniro.
…if the left foot acresses, between the arms I bind over which I will after catching [pigliaro] you,
such that I lock your sword and snatch the hilt.
Whether the initial sweep has been made or not, it is possible to advance directly and drive between the arms,
attacking the “grappling box” from below. Between the arms, the serpentina movement continues working
against the handle, torquing the sword (the tor di spada that appears in the PD).
Accomplishing the Play
PHASE 1
From the incrosa, the scolaro lifts his left hand from the handle and thrusts his left hand from right to left,
sweeping the opponent’s sword out of the way and finding the presa imperfetta. As contact is made, the
scolaro’s sword is retrieved to the right shoulder, generally with the point ready to strike. The play can either
be accomplished with the simple thrust, which should be practiced. Or, the second part of the play can be
attempted, increasing control with an acresare and thrusting the left hand between the compagno’s arms and
continuing the serpentina motion into the presa avantisada.
PHASE 2
Now the scolaro attempts to find the presa avantisada from the start, thrusting aggressively between the arms.
For the direct play to work, the compagno must leave sufficient room between his arms to suggest the play.
The scolaro then ends the play as usual with a tor di spada, a thrust, or perhaps a throw.
PHASE 3
From the incrosa, the scolaro determines whether to start with the presa imperfetta or the presa avantisada,
finishing as usual.
PHASE 4
The movements are now smoothed, working through both variants.
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VARIANT – PD carta 23a-a
Possible completion of play #4

Analysis
This play is included only in the PD, but it is very interesting, because in many ways it supports the theory of
wrapping serpentina around both arms: if the main play in PD 22b-d and Getty 28v (176) does simply begin
to wrap around both arms from the left, then this plate could perhaps be showing a further development of
the instance shown previously.
My conclusion is that the serpentina around the arms can be done in either direction, depending upon which
side the scolaro wishes to pass on (it is also helpful to move to the same side as the scolaro’s sword in the
incrosada, but this is not a necessity).
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Play #5 of the Zogho Stretto
Getty fol. 28v (178), Morgan xx, PD 23-a

“La presa che dise lo scolar che m’e denanci quella ti fazio ferirti posso senza impazo e lo elzo tegno di tua
spada de punta e tagli ti faro derada e questo zogho rompe ogno tore di spada, e lo zogho stretto a farlo subito
quello guasta.” [Getty fol. 28v (178)]
“The presa spoken of by the scolaro before me and with which I injured you can be made without interference:
taking the hilt of your sword; with the edge and point I can make you despair and this play breaks all of the
tore di spada and I immediately gain the stretti plays.”
“La tua spada per lelco si o impresonada, de tagli a de puntate faro grande derada; anche contratio so de spada
de man lever: ferir io te posso e non me la po’ tochar.” [PD 23a-b]
“I have gripped your sword by the hilt; with the edge and point I will make great despair;
39
Also I counter the sword in the raised hand: I can wound you and you cannot touch me.”
Analysis
At a wider distance, the presa serpentina can be made against the opponent’s sword, especially when the point
is relatively high. Starting from the incrosa, the scolaro simultaneously drives forward with a passata and sweeps
with his left arm around the sword, essentially extending his cover by using his forearm. This first phase could
be considered a presa imperfetta. Next, the scolaro continues the serpentina around the sword, if necessary
taking an additional acresare. I would say he now has a presa avantisade and can easily find the disarm by
making a tornare step, or, if he has withdrawn his sword properly and recoiled it to his hip or shoulder, he
could strike.
La presa che dise lo scolar che m’e denanci quella ti fazio ferirti posso senza impazo e…
40
The presa spoken of by the scolaro before me and with which I injured you can be made without difficulty
and…
While the presa “spoken of by the scolaro before me” is effective, this play represents a simplified version.

39

I have settled on a translation that is very close to that made by Frank Petrino; I cannot phrase this any better than he.
Impazo can be literally rendered “impass,” but I have selected “difficulty” in this case because this version of the play is
much easier than attacking the arms, and it may be done at a wider distance. I like also a suggestion made by Dean
Cassella of the University of North Texas foreign language faculty, who suggested also “interference.”

40
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…lo elzo tegno di tua spada…
…taking the hilt of your sword;
Using the serpentina motion, the arm first makes an incrosada of its own against the compagno’s sword,
sweeping from the inside out. Then, continuing in a circular motion around the sword, the scolaro steps
forward with a passare, drawing his own sword back in order to deny it to the opponent while simultaneously
securing his hilt.
…de punta e tagli ti faro derada e…
…with the edge and point I can make you despair and…
Fiore recommends ferire as the follow-on, striking “with edge and point.” He is perhaps suggesting multiple
attacks, not simply one blow.
…questo zogho rompe ogno tore di spada, e…
…this play breaks all of the tore di spada and…
As with the other binding serpentina, this one can break the tor di spada, presented later in the section.
…lo zogho stretto a farlo subito quello guasta.
…I immediately gain the stretto plays.
Additionally, from this bind, many other plays are possible.
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Play #6 off the Zogho Stretto
S
Getty fol. 28v (179),
(
continu
ues on with Geetty fol. 29r-aa and 29r-b.

a zogho strettto; ello elzo deela mia spada enfra le toy mane
m
e levo le toy
t
“Quando io son incrosaado, io vegno al
m la tua spada in
i erto ello miio brazo stancch butiro per sopra
s
li toy a man
m riversa e serero
s
li toy brrazy
braze com
cum la tuaa spada sotto lo
l mio brazo mancho,
m
e de ferir
f
non ti lasssaro infin chee saro stanch. Lo zogo che m’e
m
dredo, cheef a lo scolaro,, ello e mio zoogo e mio zogoo quello te vogglio fare.” [Geetty]
“When I am
a incrosado, I come to the zogho stretto [with]
[
the hilt of my sword along (enfra) your hands,
drawing (llevo) your arm
ms straight (ertto) with your sword
s
and throwing (buttiroo) my left arm
m over your arm
ms
over your sword with a manriverso; yoour sword und
der my left arm
m, and I will attack
a
you unttil I am exhau
usted
m
is whaat I want to doo to you.”
(or weak). My play thatt follows, whicch the scolaro makes,
Getty fol. 29r (180) and PD 23b-a
“Del scolaaro che m’è deenanzi io comp
plisco l zogho. Quello che luy di far à dittto io l’ò fatto.. Le braze t’ò ligade
l
in ligaduraa mezana. La tua
t spada è in
n presone e non
n ti pò iutare e cum la mia feride asay te posso fare. Laa mia
spada ti poosso al collo seenza dubito, e’l
e zogo che m’è dredo te poosso far subito.”
“I complete the play of the scolaro wh
ho came before; that which he said I do. His
H arms I havve bound in a
ligadura mezana,
m
your sword thus imprisoned you will not be abble to help you
urself. And witth my attack such
s
can I do too you: my swoord can collar you (collo) wiithout doubt, and the follow
wing play I can
n immediatelyy do.”
41

“Toy braççi cum lo mio stancho sono seradi
E mior zogho è armad
da che disarmaadi:
E de tor de spada io si faço contrafattor,
Segondo che me mete al magistro Fior.”
“Your arm
ms with my leeft are locked.
A better play in armou
ur than out,
And the tor de spada I counter,
41

Serada as serrata, from Florio
F
p. 366, “w
when the soldieers in squadron
n do join and loock close together thereby to beecome
s
more strong, a locking, a shutting.”
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After I’m so put by the Master Fiore.”
Getty fol. 29r (181)
“Del zogho ch’è denanzi si fa questo zogho che quando lo scolaro a ben ferido lo zugadore, tegnando gli brazi
cum la spada ben legadi cum lo suo brazo mancho, la sua spada gli butta al collo e metilo in questo partito. Se
io lo butto in terra lo zogho o complito.”
“If making this play from the one before, when the scolaro has attacked his zugadore, he holds [tegnando] the
arms well locked [ben legadi] with the sword with his left arm, [and] with his sword throws for the neck and
places it this way. If I cast him to the ground I have completed the play.”
Analysis
This is a two-part play. From the incrosa, the scolaro jams his hilt downward onto the compagno’s hands, or to
a point below his cross (erzo). He now has a presa imperfetta, because he is close and has not won decisive
control over the opponent’s primary or secondary weapons. Using the cross, he then pulls the sword back,
extending the compagno’s arms. Immediately he then steps forward and reaches behind the compagno’s sword,
sweeping around to envelop his arms. At this point he has extended his control into a decisive presa
avantisada, and may proceed as he likes.
Fiore indicates also in the PD version that this play is the counter to the tor di spada—the disarms—which
will become his dominant tactic as we reach the end of the zogho stretto plays. Also in the PD, the play is
shown without the set-up illustrated in the Getty; Fiore simply moves directly into the presa serpentina against
the sword.
Also interesting is that this play is better done “in armour than out,” e mior zogho è armada che disarmadi,
(PD) which suggests a rugged practicality. In armour, it is very difficult to seek to break the grappling box
from below against a man armed with a sword in two hands because the arms are fairly close together and
because the flair of the gauntlet cuff hinders penetration into the box. Therefore, Fiore may suggest simply
42
going around the arms instead of between them. Disappointingly, in the Getty version such a play is not
included in the spada en arme section, nor is it in the PD, although there is a marked preference for attacking
43
the grappling box using the much smaller sword over the bulkier armoured arm.
Finally, it is interesting to look at the progression of the play within the PD:

42

Recall that the word trambe used in the main play can also mean, according to Florio, “together,” or “both.”
This being said, the presa intramano does appear in the spada en arme section, Getty fol. 34v (222) and PD carta 26bd.
43
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It very much appears, from the PD drawings alone, that the drawing from 22b (above left), which we looked
at in Play #4 above, could be argued to be simply an earlier, incomplete version of the presa shown on 23a
(above right), and there is additional ambiguity in the text with the term trambe, which we may recall can
mean “together” and “both,” in addition to “between.” For now this potential controversy must remain
44
unresolved.
Quando io son incrosado, io vegno al zogho stretto; ello elzo dela mia spada enfra le toy mane e
When I am incrosado, I come to the zogho stretto [with] the hilt of my sword along (enfra) your hands
From the terzo magistro de lo incrosado, the scolaro drives forward and smashes his cross into or along the
opponent’s hands. This yields both a discomfiting sting and a presa imperfetta which enable the next step. It
looks very much as if the scolaro has made a passado traversado as he does this, if the position of his left foot is
carefully noted in the illustration. However, the play will also work with a simple forward passo.
…levo le toy braze com la tua spada in erto ello mio brazo …
…drawing (levo) your arms straight (erto) with your sword and…
The presa imperfetta is now exploited. Using the scolaro’s own cross (hilt, elzo), he now makes a tornare to pull
or draw (levare) the opponent’s arms into an extended or expended position.
…stanch butiro per sopra li toy a man riversa e serero li toy brazy cum la tua spada sotto lo mio brazo mancho…
…throwing my left arm over your arms over your sword with a manriverso; your sword under my left
arm…
Once the arms have been sufficiently extended, the scolaro may envelop them, this time moving from the
outside in, instead of the inside-out movements characterizing the other prese serpentine. Two things are
important here. First, that the serpentina movement is made behind the opponent’s sword, and that it be
made very quickly. Second, the movement is made as an attack against the arms, hence Fiore’s use of the word
for a reverse-side attack, manriverso. Once achieved, the scolaro has won an obvious presa avantisada, a presa of
the elbow that Fiore calls a ligadura mezana, and any viable follow-on attack may be made, as he says next.
e de ferir non ti lassaro infin che saro stanch.
and I will attack you until I tire of it.

44

Within the Schola, however, I will present play #4 in the manner suggested by Frank Petrino; that is, that play #4
differs from Play #9 in that in #4 both arms are wrapped, rather than going between them. This gives a smoother tactical
choice and blends nicely into Play #6, and thus I believe a stronger tactical framework.
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Because th
he scolaro has achieved
a
a dom
minant presa avantisada,
a
hee may now folllow-on with any
a finish he liikes,
striking orr lashing (lassaare) “until I tirre of it.”
Lo zogo chhe m’e dredo, chhef a lo scolaro,, ello e mio zoggo e mio zogo quello
q
te voglioo fare.
My play that follows, which
w
the scola
laro makes, is what I want to
t do to you.

CONTIN
NUATION (G
Getty fol. 29r a-b)
a

nzi io compliscco l zogho. Queello che luy di far
f à ditto io l’ò
l fatto. Le braaze t’ò ligade in
n
Del scolaroo che m’è denan
ligadura mezana.
m
La tuaa spada è in preesone e non ti pò
p iutare e cum
m la mia feridee asay te posso fare.
f
[Getty 299r
(181) and (182) Del zoggho ch’è denanzi si fa questo zogho che quan
ndo lo scolaro a ben ferido loo zugadore, tegn
nando
gli brazi cuum la spada been legadi cum lo suo brazo mancho…
m
I completee the play of the
t scolaro wh
ho came beforre; that which
h he said I do. His arms I have
h
bound in a
ligadura mezana,
m
your sword thus im
mprisoned you
u will not be able to help yourself.
y
(181) If making th
his
play from the one beforre, when the scolaro
s
has atttacked his zuggadore, he hollds [tegnando]] the arms witth the
sword welll locked [legaadi] with his leeft arm… (18
82)
Starting with
w the ligadu
ura mezana—aa kind of presaa avantisada—
—Fiore commeents on the seccurity of the bind,
adding thaat there is veryy little the com
mpagno can doo. Fiore calls the
t arms “welll locked,” (ben
n legadi). In th
he PD
Fiore referrs to this kind of lock with the
t term sono seradi.
La mia spaada ti posso al collo senza dubbito, e’l zogo chhe m’è dredo tee posso far subiito.
And with my attack succh can I do too you: my swoord can collar you (collo) without
w
doubt,, and the folloowing
play I can immediatelyy do.
With both
h arms firmly bound, the sccolaro may striike at his leisu
ure, or, he can do the play which
w
follows.
…la sua sppada gli butta al collo e metillo in questo paartito. Se io lo butto
b
in terra lo
l zogho o compplito.
[and] his sword
s
throwss for the neck and places it this way. If I cast him to th
he ground I have
h
completeed the
play.
This action is hard to en
nvision withou
ut stepping th
hrough it, sword in hand. In
n order to com
mplete the playy, the
scolaro passses alla travers
rso to the comppagno’s right while
w
simultan
neously rollingg his sword and
d grasps it at the
t
mezza spadda. The scolarro’s right foot should
s
ideallyy end up directtly behind thee compagno’s, so
s that the legg can
be used as a pivot over which
w
a throw
w can be successfully compleeted, as Fiore says.
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VARIANT PD 23b
Serpentina from the incrosa riversa

“Questa è couerta de la riuerssa mano
Per far zoghi de fortissimo ingano.” [PD 23b-a]
“Here is a backhand cover,
From which I gain strong plays.”
“Per la couerta de la riuerssa mano aqui t’ò aserato:
De zogho streto e de feride non sera’ guardato.” [PD 23b-b]
“From the backhand cover which I have bound you,
Of the zogho stretto I can wound you without [bothering to] guard.”
Analysis
Fiore presents here a new master, a variant on the Terzo Magistro della Incrosada, but this time his left foot
is forward and the incrosa is made behind the opponent’s blade. From this magistro he also highlights two
scolari, one who essentially duplicates play #6, and the other, a puzzling variant on play #9, the presa
intramano, which I will discuss later in that section.
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PRESE AGA
AINST THE SWORD
S
FRO
OM THE INCROSA
Getty fol. 29r
2 (182) and
d (183)
Followingg the prese serpentina, Fiore presents
p
two plays
p
which deeal with prese against
a
the sw
word, one for a
presa in frront (dritto) an
nd one for thee presa in backk (riversa), alth
hough he begins with the reeverse.
I consider these prese aggainst the swoord to be relateed to other preese against thee weapon, [Geetty 28v (178) and
25v (154-155)]. They can
c be thought of as prese im
mperfette, becaause they offer only momenttary control, and
a in
every case Fiore follows them up “immediately” wiith one of the follow-on attaacks, extendin
ng into a ligaddura, a
throw, a sttrike or a disarm.
Play #7 of
o the Zogho Largo
L
Gettyy fol. 29r (1822)

he, cum tutto lu
l pomo dela sua spada e
“Se uno de covra dela parte riversa pigla cum la suaa mane stanch
penzillo in
ndredo e cum punta e taglioo ben lo pò ferrire.”
“If one maakes cover from
m the reverse side, he catch
hes [pigla] with
h the left hand
d complete with his sword’ss
pommel and
a with pointt and edge I caan attack him.”
Analysis
This play is relatively straight forward
d. If the compaagno covers on
n the riverse or back side, th
hen it is efficieent to
make a preesa against thee pommel, folllowed by an im
mmediate strike. The presa is achieved wiith a passado step,
s
and the coombatant’s sw
word is brough
ht to a coiled position
p
eitherr at the should
der or the hip (as shown). Raising
R
the sword and arms as the
t scolaro has done opens th
he lower portiion of the bod
dy, which is prrobably why Fiore
F
in this casee draws his sw
word to the hip
p, attacking with
w an effectivve punta to thee lower quadrrants. It also crrosses
his hands, sharply reduccing his tacticaal options.
The resultting presa is im
mperfetto, becaause it does noot result in com
mmanding con
ntrol, but it does yield a verry
effective momentary
m
control which caan be exploiteed with any off the follow-on
n attack option
ns.
Se uno de covra
c
dela partte riversa…
If one makkes cover from
m the reverse side…
It is imporrtant to note that
t this play only
o works wiith a riverse coover, a cover to the back sid
de.
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…pigla cum la sua mane stanche, cum tutto lu pomo dela sua spada…
…he catches [pigla] with the left hand all of the sword’s pommel…
In the incrosa, the distance between the scolaro’s left hand and the opponent’s pommel is not very much.
Simultaneously he must drive forward with a pressing step and win a presa against the pommel with his left
hand, raising it forward and back to the left shoulder as he drives forward. This creates an awkward position
for the compagno. Ideally, the presa is made against the left hand and the pommel, which may be what Fiore
means when he says, cum tutto lu pomo dela spada.
…e penzillo indredo e cum punta e taglio ben lo pò ferire.
…and with point and edge I can attack him.
Because the presa is imperfetta, the scolaro must immediately follow-on, which he can most effectively do
with strikes, although there are several disarms and a throw available if the forward momentum of the attack
is maintained.
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Play #8 off the Zogho Stretto
S
Getty fol. 29r
2 (183, 184)), Morgan fol.. xx, PD cartaa 22B-b

“Se uno see covra dela paarte dritta, pigglia cum la / tu
ua mane stanccha la sua spad
da per questo modo
m
e fieriloo / di
punta, vòyy cum lo taglioo. E se tu vòy,, tu gli tagli cu
um la / sua spaada lo volto, o vòy lo collo, per lo modo ch’è
depinto. / Anchora quan
ndo io t’ò ben
n ferido io possso abandonarr la / mia spad
da e piglar la tu
ua per lo modo
chef a lo sccolaro / che m’è
m di dredo.”
“If one covvers on the rigght side, catch
h his sword wiith the left han
nd as shown and
a attack him
m with your pooint,
or if you liike, with the edge.
e
And if you
y want, you can cut him with
w your swoord in the head
d, or his neck,, in
the manneer I have show
wn. Also when
n I attack him well I can abaandon my own
n sword and grab
g his in the
manner sh
hown [chef] byy the scholar who
w comes aftter.”
(184) “Deel zogho del sccolaro che m’èè denanzi si / fazo
f
questo zogho: cum la su
ua spada, gli taglio
t
/ lo volto
mandandoolo in terra. Ben ti mostraròò / che tal artee sia vera.” [Geetty]
45

“I make th
he play of the scolaro who caame before mee: with his swoord, I cut his face sending him to the groound.
Well do I demonstrate to
t you that th
his Art is true.””
“Questo è un altro mod
do de butar un
no in terra. E si
s fa per tal moodo: lo scolar se incrosa cum
m lo zugadoree de la
parte drittta e sì vene alee strette e cum
m la mane stanccha pigli la spada delo zugadire passando per lo mezam
mento
della spadaa e subito butta la spada in terra e quella del zugadore propria gle mette
m
al collo piglando lo
mantenir al
a mezzo zoè in
i mezo de la mane del zugaadore. E cum lo suo pè drittto devedo lo suo
s dritto e peer tal
modo lo butar
b
in terra cum
c
la spada propria.”
p
[Moorgan]
“Here is another way off casting [butaar] him to the ground. And it is made this way: if the sccolaro crosses with
w
the zugadoore on the righ
ht side and com
mes to the streetto, with the left
l hand catch
h the zugadoree’s sword and pass
with the middle
m
[mezzaamento] of the sword, quicklly casting [you
ur] sword to th
he ground. Geet the zugadorre’s
sword, putting it to his neck taking th
he handle at th
he middle, that is to say, in
n the middle of the zugadoree’s
hands. An
nd with your right foot meetting [devedo] his
h right foot; in such a wayy you cast him
m to the groun
nd
with sword
d thus approp
priated.”
he tegno o cerrchada per meeter te in terra cum la tua sp
pada.” [PD 222b-b]
“In mane tu la pres anch
“In your hands
h
I also hoold the presa or
o look to put you to the groound with you
ur sword.”

45

Thanks to Frank Petrinoo, whose suggesstion of “sendin
ng” for mandan
ndolo seems an excellent
e
fit herre.
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Analysis
Now working from an incrosado on the right—which is most common—Fiore says first simply to grip his
sword on the blade and attack with your own edge and point, which is how we do the play in the zogho largo
section, Play #3, Getty fol. 25v (154-155). In that play Fiore spoke of making a kick, but we find here that a
strike with the edge and point is also fine. This is probably the most likely solution for a firm incrosado, but
Fiore does have an interesting follow-on which is made in two steps.
Step one is illustrated in the Getty, and it shows that the scolaro has made an extremely bold passo alla troversa
to the left—while maintaining his grip—to place himself behind the opponent, his point at the ready. This is
really only possible if he has successfully begun from the terzo magistro de lo incrosado, and it will not work
as well from the secondo magistro. From here it is easy to see that the point is now ready to strike, although a
colpo with the edge would be equally effective.
But Fiore does have a penchant or perhaps a preference for putting the opponent on the ground, and he
suggests at the end of the description for (183) and into (184) how this might be done. While the Getty
doesn’t offer much text on the technique, this is a case where the Morgan renders the it with much greater
clarity and precision.
The take the opponent to the ground, as the scolaro passes aggressively forward, dropping his own sword and
simultaneously gripping the opponent’s grip, ideally pinning both hands momentarily to the hilt. Continuing
his passo alla traversa, he presses the opponent’s sword—now with two hands—and having placed his right
foot behind the opponent, leverages him roughly to the ground. What normally follows is that the opponent
lets go of his weapon and the scolaro is positioned over him with the point ready to finish, pinning him to the
ground.
Se uno se covra dela parte dritta, piglia cum la / tua mane stancha la sua spada per questo modo e fierilo di punta,
vòy cum lo taglio.
If one covers on the right side, catch his sword with the left hand in this way and attack him with your
point, or if you like, with the edge.
Because Fiore mentions that you can attack with the edge or point in both of the first two sentences, I take
this to mean that there are really two levels to the play. First, if the opponent makes an incrosa dritta—a right
cross—then you can simply grip his sword and strike. This is essentially how we do the play from the secondo
magistro de lo incrosado, and it works equally well from the terzo magistro. Or, you can extend your control
still futher, as Fiore does in the second and third sentences.
E se tu vòy, tu gli tagli cum la sua spada lo volto, o vòy lo collo, per lo modo ch’è depinto.
And if you want, you can cut him with your sword in the head, or if you prefer, his neck, in the manner I
have shown.
The next option extends control by driving forward, with a left passo alla traversa, dragging the sword over the
compagno’s shoulder. This is successful only if the scolaro continues his forward momentum from the
incrosado, through the intitial presa against the sword, until he is well past and almost behind the compagno,
on the compagno’s right side. From here many follow-on strikes are possible, as he says.
Anchora quando io t’ò ben ferido io posso abandonar la / mia spada e piglar la tua per lo modo chef a lo scolaro che
m’è di dredo.
Also when I attack him well I can abandon my own sword and grab his in the manner shown [chef] by the
scholar who comes after.
Fiore presents another option, continuing the play into the next illustration, [Getty fol. 29r (184)]. This play
does not continue from the illustration, but from the first option presented in the text.
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Del zogho del scolaro chee m’è denanzi si
s / fazo questo zogho: cum laa sua spada, glii taglio / lo voltto mandandoloo in
terra. Ben ti mostrarò / che
c tal arte sia vera. [Getty] and
a Questo è un
u altro modo de butar uno in
i terra. [Morrgan
xx]
I make the play of the scolaro
s
who caame before me:
m with his sw
word, I cut hiss face sendingg him to the
ground. Well
W do I dem
monstrate to yoou that this Art
A is true. [Geetty] Here is another
a
way of
o casting [buttar]
him to thee ground. [Morgan]
Fiore’s seccond option iss to drive the compagno
c
to th
he ground. All of the follow
wing are from the Morgan,
because th
he text in the Getty
G
is only the
t much shorrter and less demonstrative
d
text above.
si fa per taal modo: lo scola
lar se incrosa cuum lo zugadore
re de la parte dritta
d
e sì vene ale
a strette e cum
m la mane stan
ncha
pigli la spaada delo zugaddire
And it is made
m
this wayy: if the scolarro crosses with
h the zugadorre on the rightt side and com
mes to the streetto,
with the left hand catch
h the zugadorre’s sword
And he dooes it beginnin
ng from an inccrosa dritta in the terzo maggistri de lo inccrosado—the usual crossed
position foor the zogho sttretto plays. Frrom the incrosaa he continuees his forward momentum and
a catches
[pigliare] the
t compagno’s’s sword at the usual place, a hands-breadtth or so down
n from the poiint.
passando per
p lo mezamen
nto della spadaa e subito buttaa la spada in teerra e quella deel zugadore proopria gle mettee al
collo piglan
ndo lo mantenir al mezzo zoèè in mezo de laa mane del zuggadore.
and pass with
w the midd
dle [mezzamen
nto] of the sw
word, quickly casting
c
[your] sword to thee ground. Gett the
zugadore’ss sword, puttiing it to his neeck taking thee handle at th
he middle, thaat is to say, in the middle of the
zugadore’ss hands.
This is thee hardest part.. Continuing the
t forward momentum
m
thrrough the pressa against the compagno’s sw
word,
the scolaroo abandons hiss own sword and
a in one mootion catches and
a presses thee compagno’s hands
h
as he drrives
aggressivelly forward. Hee will need an
nother passing step, and he should
s
ideallyy place his righ
ht leg behind the
t
opponent’’s, so that he can
c use it in th
he next step too finish the drive, overbearin
ng the compaggno and smash
hing
him into the
t ground.
E cum lo suo pè dritto deevedo lo suo driitto e per tal modo
m
lo butar in
n terra cum laa spada propriaa.
And with your right foot meeting [ddevedo] his rigght foot; in su
uch a way you cast him to th
he ground wiith
sword thu
us appropriateed.
The finish
h is a continuaation of the momentum, an
nd the right fooot is used to propel
p
the opp
ponent to the
ground, an
nd the sword will
w come easiily out of his hands,
h
and will probably bee pointed direcctly at him—iit is a
beautiful finish,
f
accounting for Fiore’s comment, Ben
B ti mostraròò / che tal arte sia vera, “Well do I demon
nstrate
that the Art
A is true.”
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LIGADURE
The next several plays examine ways of sharply extending control via the ligadure, or locks, that Fiore
introduced in in earlier section on the daga.
As he states in Getty fol. 29v (185)—where this subsection begins—the core play is taken from the first play
46
of the daga [Getty f. 10v (36)] and the ligadura mezana, found on [Getty f. 10v (38)]. The lock works by
torquing both the shoulder and elbow joints (a hinge joint, with very little rotational capability).
In order to control the arm, Fiore attacks what I call the “grappling box” from below. The grappling box is
defined by the combatant’s body, which forms one side of the box; each of his arms, which form two of the
other sides, and the weapon itself, which forms the fourth. The “grappling box” may be attacked from above
or from below, depending upon the relative positions of the combatants.
Fiore enters the box from below, thrusting the left hand between the compagno’s arms, from which he will
work against the elbow joint in order to achieve a presa avantisade, in the first case a ligadura mezana. The
next two sequences (186, 187) are actually counters, contra-contrario, to the scolaro’s play shown on fol.
(185)—the ligadura mezana.
Although this is all that is shown in the zogho stretto, many of the daga plays can also be done with the sword
in two hands. In general, Fiore’s specific weapon-sections only present techniques which are unique to the
dynamics of the weapon in that section, so techniques which he may have taught and even favored might not
be included in each section.
PRESE INTRAMANO
One of Fiore’s favorite methods of finding a ligadure in the zogho stretto with the sword (in one hand or in
two), is using what I have termed the prese intramano, the “interhand grip.”
By thrusting the left hand between the opponent’s grip from below, what Fiore calls …la tua mane stancha
pigla la sua mane in la zuntura dela sua mane per sotto, “…your left (weak) hand takes his hand in [between]
the grip of his hands from below.”
We find the prese intramano repeating throughout Fiore’s zogho stretto, but we find it first in the spada a uno
mano, Getty fol. 20v (117), where Fiore writes:
De taglo e de punta bent e posso ferire. Anchora se acresco lo pè ch’è denanzi io ti posso
ligare in ligadura mezana ch’è denanzi dipenta al terzo çogo del primo magistro rimedio di
daga. Anchora questo zogo che m’è dredo ti posso fare e per tal modo ti posso ferire anchora
ligare.
“With the edge and point I can well injure. Also if I advance the front foot I can bind you
with a ligadura mezana, which was previously shown in the third play of the first remedymaster of the dagger. Also this play which follows I can make and in this way I can make
another bind.”
46

Colin Hatcher has taken the ligadura mezana, as shown in Getty fol. 10v (38) to be a variant on the ligadura soprana,
because the arm is rotated backwards. While this is true, the ligadure mezane are made using the scolaro’s elbow (against
the compagno’s elbow and shoulder joints), so I think it is important to maintain the original distinction but also to note
the similarity in rotational direction made in the lock. Many thanks to Mr. Hatcher on this point.
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We find in
n this text a reecurring theme of a bind wiith a ligadura mezana—a biind of the elboow—which is
shown in the
t second an
nd third masters of the daga (explained in the sections which
w
follow).. Prior to any study
of these pllays I stronglyy recommend mastery
m
of theese key ligadurre.
In the zoghho stretto a spaada a due man
ni, this play reccurs and takess on a new imp
portance with
h five plates
following the short sectiion on presa alla
a spada.
Finally, th
here is one moore instance off the presa intrramano shown
n later in the manuscript,
m
th
his time in the spada
en arme (sw
word in armoour), on Gettyy fol. 34v (2222). Here Fiore writes:
Questa si è una presa forte
f
e bona ch
hé, fatta la preesa, lo
scolar meette allo zugad
dore lo suo pè stancho dredoo lu pè
stancho del
d zugadore, e la punta della sua spada glli mette in
lo volto. Anchora lo pòò buttar in terrra inversa maandritta.
“Here is a good and sttrong presa thaat, when madee, the
scolaro dooes to the zugaadure [with] his
h left foot is behind the
zugadore’s left foot, and the point off his sword he placed in
his face. Also
A he can th
hrow him to the ground witth an
inversa mandritta
m
(in other
o
words, a riverso).”
In Fiore’s infuriating manner,
m
we havve little about how this presaa is achieved, only that it is a “good and
strong” prresa, achieved with
w the left foot
fo behind th
he opponent’s,, which will allow attacks with
w the point
(feride) or a forward thrrow.
I have orgganized all of Fiore’s
F
prese in
ntramano undeer Play #9 beccause the first presents
p
the main
m techniqu
ue,
while the second
s
two pllays (186, 1877) present coun
nters to the teechnique. Finaally, in (188) he
h presents the play
seemingly anew, this tim
me using it to counter a ligaadura or a tor di
d spada.
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Play #9 off the Zogho Stretto
S
Prese Intram
mano: Interhan
nd grips
Getty fool. 29v – 30r (185),
(
(186-7 [counters]), 188.
1

d zogho de laa daga çoe dell primo / magiistro rimedio che,
c come elloo mette la man
ne
“Questo zogho è tolto del
s
la daga per
p togrella dee mane, per lo simile questo scolaro / gli mette
m
la manoo stancha sottoo la
stanche / sotto
mane drittta del zu / gad
dore per trargli la spada di mano,
m
overo ch
he llo metteràà / in ligadura mezana, comee lo
segondo zoogho ch’è dittto denanzi e quella
q
/ ligadurra si è ditto deenanzi e quellaa / ligadura si è di questo
scolaro.”
“This playy is taken from
m the first playy of the daggerr, that is, the first
f remedy master,
m
where the
t left hand is
i put
under the daga to twist [torgrella] it from
fr
the hand. In the same way this scolarro puts his left
ft hand over th
he
he zugadore an
nd pulls the sw
word from [hiss] hand, or elsee he will put it in the ligaduura mezana, ass the
right of th
second plaay after the rem
medy master of
o the daga, which
w
I spoke of
o before. Thiss is the ligadura of this scolaaro.”
Analysis
Attacking between the hands
h
is an exxtremely important theme in
n Fiore’s closee work, and wee find it three times
(for a total of 5 plates of a total 22 in the zogho streetto section), plus
p it is presen
nted earlier in
n the work on fol.
20v (115, 117). Of the 11 techniquess shown in thee spada a una mano section,, 4 rely on thiss approach, drriving
the hand between
b
or sw
weeping the haand, sweeping the center, an
nd enabling a follow-on ligaadura or feridee
(strike).
In order too find the ligaadura, the scolaaro thrusts hiss hands into th
he grappling box
b from below
w, much as hee does
in zogho sttretto play #4, Getty fol. 28vv, (177). He might
m
begin frrom the incrosaa, or he mightt first sweep th
he
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point out of the way, ass he does in play #4. The pooint of controll is shown in the
t plate, but it is only a preesa
imperfetta,, because the compagno’s
c
lefft hand is free and can be ussed as a counteer (as we’ll seee in the next tw
wo
plays). Too resolve the prresa, he can sim
mply roll his arm
a to disarm
m the sword, ass the magistro does with the daga
in Getty fol.
fo 10v (36), per
p the image above. Alternatively, he can
n instead or ass a follow-on step
s for the
ligadura mezana.
m
Or, hee can use his sw
word to lever for a tor di spaada disarm, sh
hown on fol. 30v
3 (192).
This drivee between the compagno’s haands representts an attack aggainst the grap
ppling box from
m below, and it is
fundamen
ntal to how Fioore extends coontrol over thee opponent an
nd/or his weap
pon at close diistance.
Questo zoggho è tolto del zogho
z
de la dagga çoe del prim
mo magistro rim
medio che, com
me ello mette la mane stanche / sotto
la daga perr togrella de mane,
This play is taken from
m the first playy of the daggeer, that is, the first remedy master, wheree the left hand
d is
put underr the daga to twist
t
[torgrella
la] it from thee hand.
In the prim
mo magistro rimedio
r
of thee daga, the scoolaro steps intoo the strike an
nd drives upwaard, under thee right
arm, levering for a disarrm with a roll of the daga aggainst his forearm.
…per lo siimile questo scoolaro gli mette la mano stanchha sotto la man
ne dritta del zuugadore…
In the sam
me way this sccolaro puts hiss left hand oveer the right off the zugadoree…
As with th
he earlier zoghoo stretto play #4,
# the scolaro drives his han
nd into the graappling box frrom below. Th
his is
the positioon shown in Fiore’s
F
drawingg. The hand continues
c
in a serpentina moovement until it snugs over the
compagno’’s right arm, a presa imperfettta (because th
he left hand is free).

…pper trargli la sppada di mano,
…aand pulls the sword
s
from [h
his] hand,
Thee disarm workks like the firstt daga play, wh
here it is leverraged by the
foreearm and workks, like most disarms,
d
again
nst the weakestt point in the
grip
p—the thumbb. This play is also seen, I beelieve, demonsstrated by the
scola
laro on fol. 30rr (188) and is done as play #10, the first tor di spada.
…oovero che llo meetterà in ligaduura mezana, coome lo segondoo zogho ch’è dittto
denanzi e quella ligadura
l
si è diitto denanzi e quella
q
/ ligadura si è di questto
scola
laro.
…oor else he will put it in the ligadura mezaana, as the seccond play afteer the
rem
medy master of
o the daga, wh
hich I spoke of
o before. Thiis is the ligadu
ura of
thiss scolaro.
Alteernatively, thee scolaro can sttep aggressivelyy and torque the
t compagnoo’s
arm
m, finding the ligadura mezaana. This is sh
hown clearly with
w the daga, on
Gettty fo. 10v (388). The result is a presa avan
ntisada,
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CONTRA
ARIO (FIRST
T COUNTER
R) to Play #9, Getty
G
fol. 29vv (186)

“Io son lo contrario e sì fazo contra loo scolaro che m’è
m denançi ch
he vol far zogh
hi de daga zoèè del primo
magistro rimedio,
r
lo suoo segondo zoggho che gl’è drredo. Se cum tua
t spada rem
mara’in piè queello non te creedo.”
“I am the counter madee against the sccolaro before me,
m who wantts to make the play of the daagger from thee
First Mastter, remedio, his
h second playy following. I don’t believe you
y can maintain your footting with yourr
sword.”
“Soto tuo brazo mia spaada volisti seraar ello contrario te fa aqui male
m arivar.” [P
PD 25B-d]
“I want too put my sword under your arm; this wou
uld like to cou
unter you and bring you to a bad end.”
Analysis
The fundaamental methood of breakingg or counterin
ng a ligadura seems to be to increase leverrage by bringin
ng a
second han
nd. In order to
t counter the effort being made
m
by the opponent
o
to seecure a ligadurra mezana, as soon
s
as the scolaaro realizes thee threat, he wiill first dissolvve the grapplin
ng box by taking the left han
nd away, makking a
step, and grasping
g
his ow
wn sword at the
t mezza spadda and using that
t leverage either behind the
t opponent’s
shoulder (186)
(
or in froont of it, as is shown
s
on the next play (1887). Frustratin
ngly, Fiore doeesn’t describe how
h
to make eiithere play, hee simply illustrrates them.
In this casse the counter also results in
n a ligadura sotttana, becausee the arm has been
b
rotated forwards
f
and
stressed too the breaking point, forcingg the opponen
nt’s torso dow
wnward. To maake this work he places the
sword at th
he shoulder, concentrating
c
his force there, capturing th
he arm almostt incidently on
n his own foreearm
to make th
he lock. Had he
h gone insteaad to the frontt of the should
der, it would result
r
in the next play (187)).
From a prractical standp
point, it is imp
portant to begiin the counterr just before th
he compagno’s ligadura is
achieved, what
w the Germ
man masters might
m
have thoought of as voor (“before”), or
o staying aheaad of the lockk, as is
commonlyy taught in moodern jujitsu schools.
s
One final point. In addition to Fiore’’s declaratory text, we know
w that these figgures (186, 1887) represent
contrari-reemedi because the leading figure wears booth a crown an
nd a garter, wh
hich Fiore den
notes in his
Prologue as
a belonging to
t the magistrii contrari-remeedi.
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Io son lo coontrario e sì fazzo contra lo scoolaro che m’è denançi
d
che voll far zoghi de daga
d
zoè del prrimo magistro
rimedio, loo suo segondo zogho
z
che gl’è dredo.
d
I am the counter
c
made against the sccolaro before me,
m who wan
nts to make th
he play of the dagger from the
t
First Mastter, remedio, his
h second plaay following.
Fiore first declares that this is a countter (contrario) to the previou
us master. That master refers to the secon
nd
remedy master
m
(magistroo remedio), Geetty fol. 10v (338).
Se cum tuaa spada remaraa’in piè quello non te credo.
I don’t beelieve you can maintain you
ur footing witth your sword
d.
Here Fioree seems to be advocating a takedown—a
t
sbarra or metttere in terra—
—although a disslogadura of th
he
arm is equ
ually likely. Indeed, the opp
ponent can do nothing at th
his point.
CONTRA
ARIO (SECO
OND COUNT
TER) to Play #9
# Getty fol. 29v
2 (187)

“Anchora son contrario de quello scoolaro che vol faare zogi de dagga, zoè lo segoondo zogho ch
he m’è denancci, di
quello scolaro faço conttra. Si io gli sego la gola poccho monta e in
n terra lo possso buttare: se voglio,
v
tosto loo
posso fare.”
“I am alsoo the counter of
o the scolaro who
w wants to make the playy of the daggerr, called the seecond play thaat has
come befoore; of this scollaro I make th
he counter. If I cut [sego] you
ur throat a litttle I can cast you
y to the ground;
if I want, I can do it quickly.”
Analysis
Just as thee last contrario to play #9 is made behind the shoulder, the scolaro can decide insteead to place hiis
sword on the front side of the body (aas opposed to the back), an
nd the result is this play, Getty fol. 29v (186).
As with th
he previous plaay, Fiore negleects to say mu
uch about how
w the control position
p
is ach
hieved; instead
d, he
talks again
n about what can
c be done frrom this position, which is clearly decisivve.
I have fou
und that the pllay is made in a similar wayy to the other counter,
c
but itt can be madee much later, when
w
the oppon
nent is close too achieving thee ligadura mezzana. Note in Fiore’s illustraation how thee opponent’s right
r
arm has neearly—but noot quite—com
mpleted the locck. Just beforee this happens, the scolaro reeleases his swoord
with his leeft hand and rolls the sword
d to the oppon
nent’s neck, grrasping it at th
he mezza spadaa as he does soo.
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47

Driving forward with another passing step, returning as usual to a position near posta porta di ferro, or in
terms of the spada en arme, posta breve la serpentina.
Anchora son contrario de quello scolaro che vol fare zogi de daga, zoè lo segondo zogho che m’è denanci, di quello
scolaro faço contra.
I am also the counter of the scolaro who wants to make the play of the dagger, called the second play that
has come before; of this scolaro I make the counter.
Again, we see that this play counters the main attempt to gain a ligadura mezana from two plays ago, and like
the previous play, this is signified both by the text, where it is mentioned twice above, and in the illustration,
which features the scolaro bearing the crown and garter together, the sign of the contrario-remedio.
Si io gli sego la gola pocho monta e in terra lo posso buttare: se voglio, tosto lo posso fare.
If I cut [sego] your throat a little I can cast you to the ground; if I want, I can do it quickly.
Once again, Fiore discusses only the results of the control point illustrated, and frustratingly, does not say
how to reach this point. As noted above, the scolaro can find this play just prior to the achievement by the
opponent of his ligadura mezana, if he simply releases his sword with the left hand, rolls the sword to the
opponent’s neck as he drives forcefully forward. Pressing from this point, as Fiore says, the opponent may be
quickly or immediately thrown to the ground.

47

I advance the argument in Sword in Two Hands that posta porta di ferro is Fiore’s “base” or “home” guard, and
additionally that it is the point to which the combatant drives in any throw. See Sword in Two Hands pp. xx. For an
example of posta porta di ferro in Fiore’s work see Getty fol. 6r (3).
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VARIANT
T on Play #9; also COUNT
TERS THE TORE
T
DI SPA
ADA – Getty fol.
f 32r, (188))

hé né cum torr di spada né cum
c
/ ligaduree non
Se io incrooso ale strette cum uno, subbito / fazo queesta prese perch
mi faza off
ffesa. Anchora lo posso / feriire de punta e de taglio senzza mio pericullo.” [Getty 322r (188)]
“If I cross one in the strretto, quickly I make this preese because neiither tor di spaada nor ligaduure can be used
d
against mee. Also I can attack
a
with thee edge and poiint without rissk.”
“Questo sii è uno altro contrario
c
ch’è contra lo toree di spada e si fa presto e subbito per tale modo:
m
quandoo uno
mi vene a incrosar o acoosì è stretto cu
um lo pè stancco denanzi, la tua mane stan
ncha pigla la su
ua mane in la
zuntura deela sua mane per
p sotto lo su
uo mantenir e volta la sua sp
pada inverso parte
p
riversa peer tale modo ch’è
c
aqui depen
nto. E si io ti fieri in lo pettto o in la testaa overo li che meio
m gli piase..” [Morgan]
48

“This is an
nother counteer which countters the tore di spada [plural] and, if mad
de quickly, in this way: Wh
hen
one comess against me in
n the incrosaree or in stretto with
w the left fooot forward, your
y
left hand catches the grrip of
his hands from below an
nd [with] his handle,
h
turnin
ng his sword inverso
i
parte riiversa in such a way as is herre
shown. An
nd thus I attacck him in the breast or in th
he head, which
hever pleases me
m more.”
“Per questto modo e t’o ben ligado, ch
he in arme e seenza serissi im
mpresonado ellla tua spada coontra mi no vaal
nient, de tor
t de spada faaco contra certament.” [PD
D 23a-c]
“In this way I have you well bound; in
i or out of armour this willl imprison you
ur and make it
i of no value
against mee. The tore de spada I will ceertainly countter.”
Analysis
Here is an
nother variant on play #9 wh
here the hand
ds are thrust beetween the opponent’s, attaacking his grap
ppling
box from below.
b
Fiore says
s that this counters
c
the liigadura and th
he tore di spada
da, but he negllects to mentioon
precisely how
h or when the
t counter woould have anyy effect on eith
her, and this iss perhaps probblematic, sincee the
tore di spadda all require the scolari to release
r
their sw
word with thee left hand, negating the rollling effect shoown
in the draw
wing.
But Fiore evidently thou
ught throughoout his career that this movvement was im
mportant; in th
he first version
n
discussed on
o fol. 29v (185), and this variant
v
appearrs also in the PD
P and the Morgan.
M
Indeed
d, this is one of
o the
48

Tore di sppada instead of tor di spada beccause it refers in
n the plural to all
a of the sword
d-twistings, rath
her than just on
ne of
them.
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rare cases where the Morgan text contains extremely valuable insights not presented even in the Getty; in fact,
the Getty’s text is disappointing (therefore, I will present the line-by-line analysis from the Morgan rather
than from the Getty).
I believe that this play sharply reduces the opponent’s ability to make a ligadura or a tor di spada, therefore
making it is really a way to limit the opponent’s response menu, as we see in the Getty text, “I make this prese
because neither tor di spada nor ligadure can be used against me.” From this point, as we learn from the play
at (185), the disarm may be completed as is done with the daga.
But there is an additional way this can be used, even after the opponent has begun his tor di spada (the tor di
spada are presented in the next section). Once the opponent’s left hand leaves his sword handle, if the distance
is very close, the scolaro may use his own left and to make a serpentina between the opponent’s sword handle
and his forearm—even though only one hand remains—and continuing the serpentina motion around, he can
achieve a complete disarm and still forestall the opponent’s ability to complete the tor di spada or to seek a
ligadura. This use of the technique is, however, much more sensistive to time and must be done extremely
quickly and with determined precision.
In the Morgan text, Fiore is specific about the opponent’s advance to the incrosade or the stretto with the left
foot forward. I am not certain why this is true, but in the other two plays which are closely related (or
precisely the same) as this one, Getty fol. 28v (177), fol. 29v (185), the left foot is also drawn forward.
However, in the spada a una mano section, fol. 20v (117-118), the opponent’s right foot is shown as forward.
The section which follows is drawn from the Morgan.
Questo si è uno altro contrario ch’è contra lo tore di spada e…
This is another counter which counters the tore di spada [plural] and…
However awkwardly phrased, this useful counter will both forestall and, as I noted above, can be used to
break a tor di spada as it forms, if done with sufficient speed.
…si fa presto e subito per tale modo:
…if made quickly, in this way:
I set this phrase apart because the speed of the counter is absolutely critical to making this play work,
especially if the tor di spada has already begun. The scolaro must act quickly, but with precision.
quando uno mi vene a incrosar o acosì è stretto cum lo pè stanco denanzi, la tua mane stancha pigla la sua mane…
When one comes against me in the incrosare or in stretto with the left foot forward, your left hand catches
his hand…
Here Fiore sets the stage, for the first time offering parameters concerning when he uses the technique: when
the opponent comes to the incrosare or stretto with the left foot forward. At the same time, the left hand
49
“catches” (pigla, from pigliare) his hand (la sua mane).
…in la zuntura dela sua mane per sotto lo suo mantenir e volta la sua spada inverso parte riversa per tale modo ch’è
aqui depento.
50
…between [zuntura] his hands from below and [with] his handle, turning his sword inverso parte riversa
in such a way as is here shown.
49

Note the variant spelling here. At first I glance I took this for theplural—in modern Italian, the singlular mano
becomes mane in the plural—but the possessive article la sua clearly indicates the singular.
50
Zuntura: Most likely a Northern dialect version of la cintura, a belt, which stems from the idea of a “grip.” In this case
the thrust of the left hand is made between the grip of the hands. Many thanks to Dean Cassella, University of North
Texas, who provided the key to this puzzle.
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What is not immediately clear in the text—but which is clear in the drawing—is that the left hand is boldly
thrust between the hands from below, and rolled in a serpentina motion over the opponent’s forearm. To find
the serpentina, Fiore instructs the scolaro to roll the hand, inverso parte riversa. This will result in the position
drawn.
E si io ti fieri in lo petto o in la testa overo li che meio gli piase.
And thus I attack him in the breast or in the head, whichever pleases me more.
The scolaro now has a presa avantisada, and may execute a dislogadura or a feride, as Fiore says. In the figure,
the drawing shows the scolaro ready to make a punta.
PD VARIANT ON THE PRESA INTRAMANO (From the incrosa riversa) PD 23b-c

(Text for the first plate given at Play #6, PD Variant), PD 23b-a
“Questa è una forte pres ache uen de man riuerssa;
51
De feride tu d’fornido e la tua spada è perassa.” [PD 23b-c]
“This is a strong presa I want from the [incrosa] manriversa,
With wounds I can adorn you, and your sword is lost.”
Analysis
It is not immediately clear to me how to find the position shown in the drawing at PD 23b-c, but it is clearly
a variant on the presa intramano unless it is made in the same way as the normal play. The difficulty is getting
between the right forearm and the sword-handle; I can see readily enough how to get to the forearm, and
there is a suggestion perhaps of turning it, but it very much looks like the left hand must, as usual, be thrust
between the arms instead. In that case, this represents only a view of the same presa intramano shown from
the other side (which may be useful).

51

From fornire, “to adorn,” from Florio p. 136.
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Play #10 of
o the Zogho Stretto
S
Getty fol. 30r
3 (189), PD
D 22b a, b, c (vvariants); Morrgan xx

no de parte rivversa /
“Questo zogho se fa perr tal modo zoèè che uno vadaa / cum lo colpo mezano coontra lo mezan
e subito vaada cum coverrt ale strette e butti la spadaa / al collo del compagno, coomo qui è dep
pend: buttar loo pò /
in terra sen
nza fallimentoo.” [Getty]
52

“This playy is made in a certain way, that
t is: [I] strikke with the colpo
c
mezano against
a
the mid
ddle of the revverse
side, and I quickly with
h cover to the stretto
s
and castt my sword foor the compagn
no’s neck, as is drawn—I can
n
throw him
m to the groun
nd without faill.”
“Questo zogho se fa perr tal modo zoèè che uno vadaa / cum lo colpo mezano coontra lo mezan
no de parte rivversa /
e subito vaada cum coverrt ale strette e butti la spadaa / al collo delllo compagno, piglando la su
ua mane drittaa cum
la sua stan
nca de si instessso come aqui dipento. Butaar lo pò in terrra senza falimento metendoo lo suo pè driitto
dredo lo su
uo dritto.” [M
Morgan]
“This playy is made in a certain way: I come with a colpo mezano against the middle
m
of the reeverse side and
d
quickly gooes to the coveer in stretto, caasting the sworrd to the neckk of the compag
agno, catching his right hand
d
with your left [si instessoo] as is here deepicted. I can cast him to th
he ground with
hout fail, my right
r
foot beh
hind
his.”
“Io te man
ndo in terro a questo partitoo;
De meterrte la spada al colo non ò faalito.” [PD 23b-a]
“I give you
u to the earth in this way,
Putting the
t sword to your
y
throat without fail.”
“In mane ho la presa ch
he tegho ò cercchada,
Per meteerte in terra cu
um la spada.” [PD 23b-b]
“With [myy] hands I havve made the presa which I sought,
In order to put you to the earth with
h the sword.”
“Per drita couerta io t’òò cussì ben preeso,
Che te mandarò
m
in terra longo disteso.” [PD 23b-cc]
52

I have ch
hosen “I strike” rather than thee more literal “oone go with the…” for purposes of clarity.
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“From the right incrosa I caused you a good press,
[with] which I will put you to the ground with great distress.”
Analysis
I believe this play is included here because Fiore executes it when the opponent’s left foot is forward, as with
the previous prese intramano plays. Also, it presents a strong option for what to do in the case of an incrosade
53
behind the blade,
This play is a simple, decisive presa made against the opponent’s neck. By striking riverso—to the back of the
opponent’s sword—the scolaro sets up the play, continuing his forward motion with a bold passare alla traverse
destra while dropping the sword with his left hand and rolling it to the neck. As the left foot lands, his hand
regrips at the mezza spada and if the right foot has been placed effectively behind the opponent’s right (recall
that he had his left foot forward, as with the prese intramano), finishes with an aggressive throw. Or, one could
simply maintain the hold as a presa avantisada.

In the PD version, Fiore shows three variants. The first is made from a position where the scolaro has not been
able to get his right foot behind the compango’s, while in the second he has abandoned his sword and also
succeeded in sliding his right foot behind his opponent to act as a lever for the throw which will follow. He
has done this also in the third option, but in this case he has kept his sword and wraps his right arm around
the opponent’s neck.
In the first variant, Fiore doesn’t have the leverage gained by the leg as in the second two, so he increases
leverage by using the sword gripped mezzamento, pressing the opponent’s head. He uses this kind of leverage
also in the second variant, but in that case using the opponent’s sword rather than his own.
Questo zogho se fa per tal modo zoè che uno vada cum lo colpo mezano contra lo mezano de parte riversa e…
This play is made in a certain way, that is: striking with the colpo mezano against the middle of the reverse
side
Here Fiore makes a rare reference to the “middle blow,” the colpo mezano, a strike to the middle of the blade
on the back side, the riversa. This can happen as a natural response to a riverso by the opponent, or because
the scolaro himself struck to the back of the opponent’s blade.
…subito vada cum covert ale strette e…
…I quickly comes with cover to the stretto and…

53

In the German arts, a “bind behind” the blade—behind the attacking vector—is referred to in Talhoffer as a
hinterbinden, as opposed to a bind in front, an anbinden. This distinction is subtle but important, but it is not
satisfactorily discussed in any medieval treatise I have seen.
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He says next that he “quickly and with cover comes to the stretto”—gripping distance. This must be done
quickly, as he emphases (subito), and fluidly from the first part of the play, or it can easily fail.
…butti la spada al collo del compagno, como qui è depend:
…cast my sword for the compagno’s neck, as is drawn—
Fiore next casts the sword for the neck, having released his handle with the left hand as he makes a strong
passing step traversing to the right but with the left foot. In order to place the sword to the neck, it must be
rolled, and the left hand regrips the sword as the foot lands, securing the presa avantisada.
…buttar lo pò / in terra senza fallimento.
…I can throw him to the ground without fail.
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TORE DI SPADA
Sword Turnings, Torquings, or Tearing
Fiore’s favored method of disarming the opponent all take place from a presa imperfetta made wielding the
sword in only one hand, while the left hand either pins the opponent’s arms into place or assists with the
torquing or tearing disarm, hence the old name, tor di spada.
Fiore offers three variants on the tor di spada (tore di spada is the plural), high (la soprano), medium or middle
(lo mezano), and low (lo sottano). In addition, he offers the technique as the final play, SSG Zogho Stretto
#14, unarmed. I have also included a play from the PD, 23a-d, because it flows nicely in the tactical stream
offered by the section.
The difference between the three primary techniques is not where the pomo engages the opponent’s blade, but
rather the nature of the action by the left hand.
•
•
•

SOPRANO: The left hand reaches over the opponent’s hands.
MEZANO: The left hand reaches between or in the middle of the opponent’s hands.
SOPRANO: The left hand simply grips below the opponent’s hand, at the pomo or the lower hand.

In all three cases, the scolaro’s grip and pommel find their place behind the opponent’s blade. Once the
handle/pommel and left hand are in position, the scolaro uses either a tornaro (a backwards passing step) or
more usually a tutta volta (a complete turn) to sharply tear the sword from the opponent’s hands. The effect is
both dramatic and very hard to counter.
Counters to the tor di spada are they are alluded to in Play #4, carta 22b, where Fiore writes:
54

“La tua spada cum lo mio brazo o intardada, e la punta de la mia spada in volto t’o ficada, e
de tor de spada io si fazo contrario e li altri zogho striti sempre suanio.”
“Your sword with my arm I have blocked, and I have placed the point of my sword in your
face. The tor di spada I will counter and all the other plays of the zogho stretto always
follow.”
In addition, counters are also mentioned in the serpentina (double arm envelopment), play #6. Therefore an
opponent who wants to counter a tor di spada in progress should either make a serpentina or a presa
intramano.
There is another variant on the tor di spada given only in the PD, which works out to be a rather nice
disarming variant, especially if the opponent knows the tor di spada. I will include this unusual counter at the
end of the tor di spada section, but before the Getty’s coda—the unarmed version.

54

o intardada, past tense, think of “to retard.”
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Play #11 of
o the Zogho Stretto
S
Tor di
d Spada Soprrano: Upper Sword
S
Tearingg
Getty fol. 30rr (190-191); PD
P 24a-b

Questo è l tor di spada lo
l sovrano. Cu
um lo manten
nir / de mia sp
pada io penzo inançi e cum la mia man man
m
/cha io stringo gli soi brrazi per modo ch’ello conveene/ perder la spada.
s
E poy de
d grande feride gl’e faro /
derada. Loo scolaro che m’è
m dredo a qu
uesto zogo moo/stra como laa spada del zuggadore è in terrra posta.”
55

“This is th
he tor di spadaa lo sovrano [sicc soprano?](up
pper sword teaaring). With the handle off my sword I th
hink
56
like this; with
w my left haand I grip his arms as show
wn so that it is easy [convene]] for him to lose
l the sword
d.
And I can with a great attack
a
make him despair. Th
he scolaro wh
ho is after me shows
s
how thee sword of thee
zugadore iss taken to the ground.”
“Per la preesa del scolaroo che denanzi mi
m à fatta / la spada in terraa t’è caduta. Tu
T lo poy sentiire, asai / ferid
de te
posso fare senza mentiree.” [Getty 30rr (191)]
“I have maade the prese of
o the scolaro who
w came befoore and his sw
word has fallen
n to the ground. You can geet the
sense (senttire) of him an
nd if he tries too attack you, you
y I say trulyy you can do this.”
t
“Questo toor de spada e chiamato lo sooprano, che mille
m uolte e piiu la fato Fior Furlano.” [PD
D 24a-b]
“This tor di
d spada and itt is called lo sooprano, which thousands of times and moore I, Fiore Fu
urlano, have made.”
m
Analysis
The tor dii spada lo sopraano, what I am
m calling the “upper sword twist,”
t
requirees the scolaro to get fairly cloose in
order to reeach over the opponent’s
o
arrms. It is impoortant to recalll that this playy takes place from
f
the Terzoo
Magistro della Incrosad
da: from this point,
p
the left hand leaves th
he sword as th
he right hand draws the swoord
back to a point
p
near thee shoulder (charging it by linking it to thee shoulder) an
nd positioningg the pommel and
handle on the back or riverso
r
side of the
t opponent’’s sword.
Once in position,
p
the toorquing motioon is accompliished by pullin
ng sharply to the
t scolaro’s rigght while
simultaneoously making a tutta volta (or a tornare), the left hand pinning
p
the arrms in place at
a least long en
nough
for the grip to be torn over
o the back of
o the opponeent’s right han
nd.
55
56

Following my usual pracctice, I do not translate
t
the naames of specific techniques.
Convene, “easy,” as in “cconvenient.”
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Curiously, this play is only shown in the Getty, and is absent from the PD and the Morgan.
Fiore presents the completion to the play in the next illustration, where he has already torn the sword from
his opponent’s grip and, maintaining his grip, prepares to follow-on with a strike or a throw, whichever looks
best.
It is interesting that in the PD version, Fiore refers to himself not as Fior magistro, but rather Fior Furlan.
This could be merely a literary device, or it could suggest that as of 1409 perhaps he was not yet magistro?
Also, the more conventional spelling for soprano is found here, so I have selected it for use for reasons of
consistency in the main analysis.
Questo è l tor di spada lo sovrano. Cum lo mantenir de mia spada io penzo inançi e…
This is the tor di spada lo sovrano (upper sword twist). With the handle of my sword I think like this;
Interestingly, Fiore “thinks first” like this, placing his pommel and handle along the opponent’s blade.
…cum la mia man man cha io stringo gli soi brazi per modo ch’ello convene perder la spada.
…my left hand I grip his arms as shown so that it is easy [convene] for him to lose the sword.
Interestingly, the word used here for grip is stringiare (stringo), unlike his usual word, presa. I have taken this
to mean something closer perhaps to “pin,” as in to “pin” the arms or at least keep them roughly in place as a
pivot point—the leverage comes from the rotational “torque.”
E poy de grande feride gl’e faro derada.
…And I can with a great attack make him despair.
This reads very much like a throw-back to Fiore’s earlier PD text, where much braggadocio accompanies the
drawings, more so than the explanatory paragraphs found in the Getty and Morgan text.
Lo scolaro che m’è dredo a questo zogo mostra como la spada del zugadore è in terra posta.
The scolaro who is after me shows how the sword of the zugadore is taken to the ground.
This simply introduces and links the next play (191). Note the position of the left foot, which has taken its
position for the throw. To complete the play, the scolaro could strike or move to porta di ferro, or both.
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Play #12 of
o the Zogho Stretto
S
Lo Mezzana Tor di Spada:
Sp
Middlee Sword Teariing
Getty fol. 30v
3 (192); PD
D 24a-c

da si fa in quessto qual al prim
mo / salvo chee le
“Questo è l’mezano tor de spada. Chii lo sa fare tal voltar di spad
prese non sono equale.”” [Getty]
This is lo mezana tor dee spada, which
h can be madee thusly: the sword is turned in this way, as previously,,
except thaat the prese are not equal.”
“Questo è l’mezano tor de spada. Chii lo sa far tal voltar
v
de spadaa se fa adunqu
ue come se fa allo
a primo / saalvo
che le presse non sono eggualj, Lo prim
mo tore de spad
da liga in tal modo
m
gli brazii: io non voio avere quegli
impazi. Ioo separo uno brazo
b
e la mano una dell’altrra e non è si foorte che me laa possa tegnir che
c non gle laa faza
della manee cadere. Com
me à ditto de soovra io son lo tore de spadaa mezano che mille
m volte l’à fatto Fior
Furlano.” [Morgan]
“This is loo mezana tor de
d spada, whicch can be mad
de thusly: the sword is turned as is done in
i the first casse,
57
except thaat the prese are not the same. The tor di spada
s
first bin
nds the arms in
n this way: I don’t
d
want to be
b
blocked. I separate his arm
a and the haand one from the other and
d if he is not stronger than me,
m I can hold
d
without lettting the hand fall. As has beeen said abovee I, Fiore Furlaan, have madee the tor di spaada thousandss of
times.”
“Lo meçan
no tor de spad
da aqui io façoo, E cum mia spada
s
o tua te fazo impaço.” [PD 24a-c]
“The midd
dle tor di spadda I have madee, and with myy sword I have impeded you
u.”
Analysis
As Fiore in
ndicates in thee Morgan, thee opponent’s sword
s
is turneed “as in the first case,” but the “prese are not
the same.”” In this case the
t presa is maade by thrustin
ng the left han
nd between th
he hands, as in
n Play #9, my prese
p
intramanoo. Otherwise, the
t play workss just like the previous one.
This is anoother case, however, where the Morgan presents
p
far moore informatioon than the Getty,
G
and the play
does not appear
a
in the PD
P at all.
57

Up to thiis point, the texxt is the same ass the Getty, savve for the inclussion of “adunquue” (adonque?). I have translateed
equale as “ssame,” because the grip with th
he left hand chaanges, and I bellieve this is whaat Fiore was tryying to get acrosss.
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Questo è l’mezano tor de spada. Chi lo sa far tal voltar de spada se fa adunque come se fa allo primo
This is lo mezana tor de spada, which can be made thusly: the sword is turned as is done in the first case,
After naming the play, Fiore first tells us that the sword is “turned” (voltare) as in the first case.
…salvo che le prese non sono egualj.
…except that the prese are not the same.
He then makes the distinction between the two, indicating that the prese “are not the same,” non sono egualj.
In the next sentence he expound a little, but the
Lo primo tore de spada liga in tal modo gli brazi: io non voio avere quegli impazi.
The tor di spada first binds the arms in this way: I don’t want to be blocked.
The second part of the phrase is here problematic, io non voio avere quegli impazi, literally “I don’t want to
have these impazi, blocks.” I take this to mean he doesn’t want any hinderance, either to his execution of the
technique, or less likely, to his attempt to actually get between his opponent’s hands.
Io separo uno brazo e la mano una dell’altra e non è si forte che me la possa tegnir che non gle la faza della mane
cadere.
I separate his arm and the hand one from the other and if he is not stronger than me, I can hold without
letting the hand fall.
This seems to refer to the security of the bind or prese, indicating perhaps that he can pin the opponent’s
hands in place while the sword is disarmed using the torquing or twisting motion over the back of the right
hand.
Come à ditto de sovra io son lo tore de spada mezano che mille volte l’à fatto Fior Furlano.
As has been said above I, Fiore Furlan, have made the tor di spada thousands of times.
Here we again find some signature bragging, but it also underscores the importance of this technique to
Fiore’s zogho stretto play.
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Play #13 of
o the Zogho Stretto
S
Tor di
d Spada Sotttano: Lower Sw
word Tearingg
Getty fol. 30v
3 (193), PD
D 24a-d

d spada chiam
mando sottanoo. Per simele modo se tole questa como fa
f lo sottano e
“Questo è un altro tor de
l’soprano, zoè cum tale voltar de spad
da per lo camino dele altre questa
q
vada. Cum
C
la mane dritta
d
cargand
do
inanci unaa volta tonda cum
c
lo manteenir e la mane stancha la vollta tonda debia seguir.”
m
in a sim
milar way to th
he soprano and the sottana, th
hat is
“Here is another tor di spada, called sottano. It is made
58
to say, witth a certain turn of the sworrd the sword goes
g away. Wiith the right hand
h
gripping thusly, a vollta
tonda [is made]
m
with thee handle and the
t left hand, the volta tondda must result..”
59

“Aquesto e lo tor de spaada desoto, ben la faza magiistro in l’arte doto.”
d
[PD 24a-d]
2
“Here is th
he lower tor di
d spada, well made
m
by the master
m
of the whole
w
art.”
Analysis
Perhaps th
he easiest of th
he three tore di spada is this one, but Fioree emphasizes that
t the volta tonda—a roun
nd
turn—mu
ust be used. Th
his would be what
w he descriibes as a tutta volta in the tu
urns of the bod
dy, a wide, rip
pping
turn that torques
t
the sw
word from the hands.
u altro tor de spada
s
chiaman
ndo sottano. Per
P simele modoo se tole questa como fa lo sotttano e l’sopran
no,
Questo è un
Here is an
nother tor di spada,
s
called sottano.
s
It is made
m
in a sim
milar way to th
he soprano and
d the sottana,,
Followingg the usual patttern Fiore firsst names the movement,
m
theen says it folloows as the prevvious two, maaking
for a neat trinity, high, middle and loow, which follows other asp
pects of the sysstem.
…zoè cum
m tale voltar de spada per lo caamino dele alttre questa vadaa.
…that is to
t say, with a certain turn of
o the sword, the sword gooes away.
This “certain turn,” talee voltar, is the rotational mootion moving the sword oveer the opponen
nt’s left hand,
working aginst
a
the weakkest point in the
t grip of thee right hand, th
he thumb.
Cum la maane dritta carggando inanci una
u volta tondaa cum lo manttenir e la manee stancha la vollta tonda debiaa
seguir.
58
59

I am folloowing Frank Peetrino’s selection of “thusly” foor inanci here.
I have sellected tutto for doto, and thus used
u “whole” arrt, or it could be
b rendered “complete” art.
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With the right hand gripping thusly, a volta tonda [is made] with the handle and the left hand, the volta
tonda must result.
But in this case, even more so than in the others, a tutta volta is made to strongly torque the sword from the
opponent’s hands, again gripping the sword between the scolaro’s handle and wrist in a pincer movement,
followed by a strong turn away from him. The left hand either grips the pommel or pins the lower hand in
place, and the sword is torn free.
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Play #14 of the Zogho Stretto
Variant Tor di Spada: Pommel Hook
PD 23a-d

“Serata t’ò la mane cum mia spada,
E de molte feride in la testa te faro derada:
E del meçano tor de spada faço contra;
Questa ligadura ò fata che asay monta.” [PD 23a-d]
“I have bound your hand with my sword,
And many wounds in the head I will deride you.
And I make the counter to the middle tor di spada,
This bind that I have made which is powerful enough.”
Analysis
Not only does this play counter the tor di spada—at least the middle one—but it also presents an attractive
tactical option whenever a scolaro attempts a tor di spada and decides, for whatever reason, to do something
other than a tor.
Serata t’ò la mane cum mia spada,
I have bound your hand with my sword,
Note that the hand is firmly bound; this is not a disarm. Rather, the hand is captured and fixed into place
with the left hand upon the forearm and the handle snuck in behind the same right forearm. This is a kind of
presa avantisada, but would perhaps be better to think of it as a presa avantisada imprefetta, because the left
hand is still free and clear, and the distance is now very close. Is this perhaps why Fiore omitted it from later
versions?
E de molte feride in la testa te faro derada:
And many wounds in the head I will deride you.
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Because there is an element of danger still present—hence my thought of it as a bit imperfetta—strikes must
be quickly made. Of course, a strike to the head may release the sword, highlighting the imperfetta character
of the presa more than its avantisada side.
E del meçano tor de spada faço contra;
And I make the counter to the middle tor di spada,
Fiore says that this will break the middle tor di spada, meaning that an opponent who attempts it may
potentially be thwarted by using this play, although I find it more useful as an offensive tactical option
grouped together with the tore di spada.
Questa ligadura ò fata che asay monta.
This bind that I have made which is powerful enough.
I do not think Fiore was referring to physical height here, and the translation here perhaps remains
unsatisfactory. My sense of the phrase is that it is “high” in the sense of being powerful, that is, useful.
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Play #15 of
o the Zogho Stretto
S
Variiant Tor di Sppada: Variant Sword Twistt
Getty fol. 30v (194); PD
D 24b

q
uno è ale strette inccrosado lo scoolaro dè metterre la sua manee
“Un altro così fatto tor de spada che quando
p
quella del
d zugadore quasi
q
al mezzo o ben erto e subito
s
lassar laa sua
dritta per sotto la sua dii si instesso e piglar
m stancha dè
d piglar sottoo lo pomo la sp
pada del zugad
dore e dargli la
l volta tonda a
andar in teerra e cum la man
man riuerssa e subito lo zugadore avarrà la sua spadaa persa.”
“Another like the tor di spada is madee when one is in the stretto incrosado.
i
Thee scolaro puts his
h right hand
d
600
61
under his at the same time takes the zugadore’s sw
word at the middle or a bit higher,
h
snatches it and lets his go
62
to the grou
und. With th
he left hand I catches the poommel of the zugadore’s swoord and gives it a volta tondda
manriversaa, quickly the zugadore losess his sword.”
“Questa sp
pada io la tegn
no per mia
In lo volttar e tor io te fazo uilania.” [PD 24b]
“This sword I pull to me,
m
Using a turn
t
and tearin
ng io take it from
fr
you.”
Analysis
Fiore finisshes the zogho stretto section
n up with an unarmed
u
techn
nique used agaainst an armed
d opponent,
although clearly
c
he has begun still froom the terzo magistro
m
dellaa incrosada, ass his sword liess on the groun
nd
underneatth him. This sword-taking or
o tearing is made
m
the same way as the oth
her techniquees, that is, instead of
using his handle
h
and wrrist to “pincer”” the sword with
w his left han
nd, instead hee simply uses his
h left hand to
make a griip, giving the sword the now
w-familiar bigg turn (from right
r
to left), a volta tonda manriversa.
m

60

I have subbstituted the nooun “sword” foor the less precisse questa for claarity.
I have folllowed Frank Petrino’s
P
selectioon of “snatches”” for lassar; an excellent
e
choicee on his part.
62
This is a puzzling section
n, and after plaaying with it forr a long time, I came to the sam
me place that Frank
F
did—“lettting”
i what has happened in the illlustration: the combatant
c
has abandoned his own sword to take
t
it go to thee ground. This is
up his oppoonents.
61
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Un altro così fatto tor de spada che quando uno è ale strette incrosado.
Another like the tor di spada is made when one is in the stretto incrosado.
Fiore relates the unarmed technique to the other tore di spada, noting that the play in fact begins from the
incrosada.
Lo scolaro dè mettere la sua mane dritta per sotto la sua di si instesso e piglar quella del zugadore quasi al mezzo o
ben erto e…
The scolaro puts his right hand under his at the same time takes the zugadore’s sword at the middle or a bit
higher,
Although he doesn’t mention it specifically, the scolaro must first drop his sword as he moves to grip the
opponent’s sword with his left hand, “at the middle or a little higher,” the right hand under the opponent’s.
Note, there is fog in the translation here, and Fiore may be describing the combatant dropping his own sword
“below,” while making the grip. Otherwise, he seems unclear as to whether the right or left hand grips the
opponent’s sword mezzamento—it perhaps it will work both ways?
…subito lassar la sua andar in terra e…
snatches it and lets his go to the ground.
Quickly losing it, or “snatching” it, as Frank Petrino has eloquently offered, emphasizing that the scolaro must
make this play very quickly, blending the motions of dropping the sword and snatching the opponent’s in one
smooth, surprising motion.
…cum la man stancha dè piglar sotto lo pomo la spada del zugadore e dargli la volta tonda a man riuersa e…
With the left hand I catches the pommel of the zugadore’s sword and gives it a volta tonda manriversa,
This in turn blends into a check, and the sword is once more turned.
…subito lo zugadore avarà la sua spada persa.
...quickly the zugadore loses his sword.
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